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Abstract
The purpose of this study is to investigate one of the European Structural Fund
programmes, Interreg V Öresund-Kattegat-Skagerrak (ÖKS) and the priority area
Transportation. The programme gives financial support to transportation projects
aiming to develop sustainable (environmentally friendly) transportation alternatives
and solutions.
Through studies and theories on cross-border collaboration (CBC) and goals for
sustainable transportation a major need of joint strategies for solving shared problems,
such as environmental concerns has been demonstrated. This approach of
collaboration projects as a pillar for sustainable development has been the foundation
of how the current Interreg programme has been studied and the starting point for this
research. The study aims to clarify the relationship between the overall view upon
cooperation and joint development programmes (within areas stretching over national
and administrative borders, such as transportation) and the specific Interreg
programme. A programme which during current period (2014-2020) experienced a
drastic decline of number of applicants. In order to further understand the context the
current study has trough empirical research defined added values (advantages) of the
CBC but also identified the perceived difficulties and barriers (disadvantages). The
founding’s have further been compared and supplemented with perspectives from
relevant actors engaged in transportation development. This material has been
collected through qualitative interviews enabling a vital and good understanding of
concerned actors and their view of advantages and disadvantages with CBC. The
analysis has also enabled the conclusion that the general view among the actors is that
collaboration projects are necessary for a sustainable development. However, studied
programme with declined number of applicants did not succeed in attracting desired
participants. Consequently, the actors were also asked to share their view upon the
decline of applicants for current Interreg period. One identified explanation was
related to the administrative burden which was perceived too heavy by the actors. In
addition, the financial part was perceived to be too low or poorly designed. The
knowledge about the programme was also found to be limited among some of the
actors. To be able to involve more participants in the future it has been concluded that
improvements within the three areas of defined obstacles have to be implemented.
This investigation and findings aim to contribute to increased insights and
understanding of the cross-border cooperation process in order to be able to reach and
involve relevant actors in the most favourable way for successful future projects and
desired sustainable development.
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Sammanfattning
Syftet med aktuell studie är att undersöka ett av de Europeiska
Strukturfondsprogrammen, Interreg V Öresund-Kattegat-Skagerrak (ÖKS) inom det
prioriterade området Transport. Programmet ger ekonomiskt stöd till
gränsöverskridande projekt som syftar till att utveckla hållbara (miljövänliga)
transportalternativ och optimerade transportlösningar inom aktuell region.
Genom empiriska studier och teorier om gränsöverskridande samarbete och mål för
hållbara transporter har ett stort behov av en gemensam strategi för att lösa
gemensamma problem, så som miljöproblemen, påvisats. Samarbetsprojekt som en
mycket viktig arbetsform för hållbar utveckling har även varit utgångspunkten för
studien av Interreg programmet. Undersökningen syftar till att klargöra sambandet
mellan synen på samarbetsprogram (specifikt i områden som sträcker sig över
nationella och administrativa gränser, såsom transport) och nuvarande Interreg
programmets (gällande perioden 2014-2020) drastiska minskning av antalet
ansökningar. För att bättre förstå anledningen till det låga antalet ansökningar har
studien med hjälp av empirisk forskning definierat mervärden i gränsöverskridande
samarbetsprojekt samt även identifierat upplevda svårigheter och hinder.
Konklusionerna har vidare jämförts med synpunkter från utvalda aktörer inom
området transportutveckling. Informationen har samlats in genom kvalitativa
intervjuer vilka möjliggjort en vital och god förståelse av aktörernas syn på fördelar
och nackdelar med samarbetsprojekten. För att därtill kunna besvara studiens
frågeställning tillfrågades de intervjuade aktörerna angående deras syn på varför så få
aktörer under aktuell period sökt bidrag inom Interreg programmet. Den jämförande
analysen har ytterligare bekräftat uppfattningen att aktörerna ser samarbetsprojekt
som nödvändiga för en hållbar utveckling. Det aktuella Interreg-programmet har dock
inte lyckats locka deltagare, detta främst på grund av att den administrativa bördan för
potentiella projekt uppfattats vara alltför tung. Därtill ansågs den finansiella fördelen
med programmet vara för låg eller för dåligt utformad. Kunskapen bland vissa aktörer
om programmet och dess möjligheter visade sig också vara bristfällig vilket i sig kan
ha resulterat i färre ansökningar. För att kunna involvera fler deltagare i framtida
Interreg-program kan konstateras att det krävs förändringar inom samtliga tre
identifierade områden gällande hinder för nya ansökningar.
Aktuell undersökning och resulterande konklusioner har bidragit till en ökad insikt
och förståelse för den gränsöverskridande samarbetsprocessen och syftar till att bättre
kunna nå ut till relevanta aktörer och därmed också bidra till fler framgångsrika
projekt för en framtida hållbar samhällsutveckling.
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1 Introduction
Each day we consume goods- and person transportations. Inside your home you
consume goods transported from around the world and frequently you transport
yourself to and from different places. Transportation has enabled us to move freely
over national and administrative borders, have made the distances to family, friends,
activities and commuting to work both closer and more accessible. It has opened up
the market of goods and services that we today have made ourselves used to.
Transportation is a necessity for us to be able to live the life we live but it doesn´t
arise without negative consequences.
The way we today consume transportation affects both the society and the
environment in a negative way. Climate change, air-, water-, and soil quality, noise,
biodiversity, injuries, exclusion and land take are just a few possible impacts arising
from transportation (Stopher & Stanley 2014). The demand for transportation has also
increased drastically. For example, the global urban population has today increased
from approximately 15% in the beginning of the 20th century to more then 50% today
(United Nations 2014). Further, in 1993 the annual growth of cars was larger than the
growth rate of the global population. During 50 years, from 1950 until 2000 the motor
vehicles increased from 50 million vehicles to more then 700 million in the whole
world (Eggleston & Walsh 2000). At the same time as the population growth
continues to increase, urbanisation will increase and by a higher living standard the
use of motor vehicles in many areas of the world will just continue to grow.
Consequently, the future scenario will result in an accelerating growth of negative
environmental effects and has to be taken into serious consideration (ibid.).
Sustainable transport calls for action and development in a long-term perspective. For
example, just to meet the growing number of passengers and freight travel it is
estimated that a 60% increase of road and railway networks has to be built globally in
the next 35 years (Gudmundssen et al. 2016).
Reports concerning the future transportation sector are alarming. In 2004 the
measured CO2 emissions produced by transports was 23% of world energy-related
CO2 emissions. The largest source is road transports, representing 74% of total
transport CO2 emissions (Kahn Ribeiro et al. 2007). This development has been built
on finite resources. For example motorized transports account for almost half of the
world oil consumption and impoverish the Earth's natural resources and ecosystem.
This makes the transportation sector facing a challenging future. In addition,
considering the EU Member States, the share of renewable energy consumed in the
transportation sector must be increased from 5.4% (in 2013) to at least 10% by 2020.
These and many more targets and achievements have to be met with a broad and
inclusive perspective (Gudmundssen et al. 2016).
Could this alarming facts maybe be the wake-up call, the moment we wake up to
realise that "business as usual" cant go on forever? When we understand that the
equation does not add up. We know that improved energy efficiency could for
example enable a vision for 2030 where carbon emission from car and vans could be
reduced by up to 50% and transport vehicle efficiency could be improved by 5-20%
(Kahn Ribeiro et al. 2007). But this needs technological advantages, innovation, and
1

strong policies to make sure that the development goes in a sustainable direction and
not towards a continued fossil fuel-dependent society. This is a challenge and which
interests will gain highest importance, depends on many factors. Long-lived
transportation planning, a holistic view and collaboration are essential tools to reach a
sustainable transportation (EPA 2011). The quality of our environment is dependent
on how we plan for transportation and if we will be able to use transportation in a
more sustainable way. “There can be no sustainable development without sustainable
transportation” (Gundmudsson et al. 2016:82). Eco-friendly means of transportation
and integrated planning is a requirement for a sustainable future and to gain this,
collaborations over national, regional, cultural and administrative borders are
essential. The European Structural Fund presents policy strategies aiming to provide
and support collaboration projects in their progress to achieve EU2020 goals for a
sustainable mobility and is one of the frameworks the European Commission has
pointed out as relevant to be able to achieve those goals. These approaches strive for
an equal and environmental friendly development in the regions and have, among
other things, the aim of reducing greenhouse gas emission through innovation,
exchange of knowledge and collaboration. Efforts have to be increased, but not at the
expense of high costs and to make this possible, innovative technological solutions
have to be stimulated. “… we should aim to decouple growth from energy use and
become a more resource efficient economy, which will not only give Europe a
competitive advantage, but also reduce its dependency of foreign sources for raw
materials and commodities” (European Commission 2010). These collaboration
programmes could in this sense be seen as tools not only striving to achieve
sustainable development but also essential in order to eliminate social and economical
differences between the Member States and are therefor highly preferred. The
structural funds are one of this joint action plans the European Union is providing
where national and international resources have to work in cooperation to achieve the
desired process. Investments have to be focused on developing a modern, energy
efficient and decarbonised transportation network where collaboration and crossborder cooperation is an essential foundation. Strategies such as ‘green car’ initiative
and the development of a good infrastructural network and support but also other
financial instruments, such as promoting development in the TEN-T region are
essential for a successful development of these projects (European Commission
2010).

1.2 Problem discussion
One of the Structural Fund programmes is the Interreg programmes, or the European
Territorial Cooperation, which overall goal is to reduce the effect of borders and to
promote a harmonized economic, social and cultural development of the Union as a
whole (Interreg 2015-10-19). One of these Interreg programmes, Interreg V ÖresundKattegatt-Skagerak (ÖKS), is the focus of current investigation. Interreg V ÖKS with
the thematic goal transportation aims to promote sustainable transport and removing
bottlenecks in important network infrastructures. In accordance to the Europe 2020
strategy (including targets for improved resource efficiency, a greener and more
competitive economy and growth, which should be decoupled from the current
unsustainable resource use) the Interreg V ÖKS aims to promote renewable energy
sources, modernize the transport sector, improve energy efficiency, employment and
social inclusion. The ÖKS-region has shown a positive development towards more
efficient vehicles and transportation but does still face big challenges in order to stop
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the negative trend of increased pollution from the transportation sector. For example
the emission from the transportation represents approximately 30% of the total carbon
dioxide emissions in the region today, despite an innovative development, and points
to a potential for progress (Interreg 2016). The thematic objective, transportation, and
goals are stated as highly relevant for the ÖKS region in order to promote a
sustainable development and mobility. Actors striving for this development within the
region are highly recommended to apply for subsidy by the Interreg fund to get
economic support in their projects and to promote a favourable cross-border
development.
Although these collaboration projects and development strategies are required, the
specific Interreg V ÖKS programme sees a huge lack of participation projects with
only tree on-going projects compared to fourteen during last period. This has led to a
challenged situation for the Interreg programme which aim is to assist the projects.

1.2.1 Aim of the project and Research Questions
This study aims to gain an understanding in the overall view upon cross-border
cooperation (CBC) and joint development programmes. How CBC could contribute to
sustainable development and what added values able to gain with these collaborations
but also to investigate the potential barriers and obstacles that makes it hard for actors
to participate.
For this investigation, following research questions have been asked:
•
•

How could collaboration projects in the transportation sector contribute
to a sustainable development?
Why do actors in the transportation sector not fully use the funding
possibilities this Interreg program provides?

By answering the research questions this study intents to contribute to an increased
insight and understanding of causes and hinders preventing relevant actors to apply
for the subsidy. The ambition is to identify problems and potential barriers and to gain
a valuable insight for future preferences and enable coming projects to be able to
reach the right actors in the most efficient way and also to achieve desired number of
applications. Which improvements could be implemented to achieve desired future
development?

1.3 Delimitation of the study
This study does not investigate all Structural fund projects intended to achieve
sustainable transportation goals but has been limited to one specific geographic
cooperation project, Interreg V ÖKS. Delimitation to this specific study does also
imply a temporal limitation which means that the study questions are just focusing on
current Interreg period and during the specific time set for this period, 2014-2020.
This since it is current period that has experienced the absence of participants.
Different projects in this thematic goal, transportation, have been studied and actors
consulted concerning all types of transportation in the sustainability area at road, rail,
air and water. However, because of the huge impact the motorised vehicles have on
the environment current study show a more narrow focus on that specific area of high
importance for a sustainable future environment.
3

2 Method & scientific basis
The study is based on qualitative research methods and approaches including both
secondary and primary data survey to provide a comprehensive analysis and get a
broad understanding of the chosen topic. By using a combination of methods the case
has been studied from different perspectives simultaneously. The selected method
aims to contribute to a comparative study where all method techniques could help to
stress the case from different angles (Denscombe 2009). This research uses two
qualitative methods - interview and document analysis - that wish to work as
complementary and comparative against each other.
The qualitative research approach, facilitating an interpretive perspective, suits well
for this type of investigation aiming to understand the more narrative point of view of
the research question and topic of interest. The study purpose is not to quantify data
and provide measurable statistics but through a more narrative storytelling gain
understanding of the actual problems and specific situations. To collect the empirical
material, a broad range of sources has been used. The secondary sources are based on
a literature study and the primary material is data collected from fourteen interviews,
which were held and analysed. This method allows more than one valid explanation,
which is suitable for current study aim, and has provided an investigation with several
different explanations and understandings of the same phenomenon (Denscombe
2009). The qualitative methods selected for this study aim at analysing and finding
patterns in the empirical material, which have been studied and interpreted based on
the theoretical framework. This approach is of a social scientific character and aims to
reproduce the specific, subjective meaning of social handling and to understand the
involved actors perspective of the situation. It is the researchers role in the social
scientific investigation to gain this information about humans ideas, perspective and
understandings of the social world (Bryman 2011).
"The researcher's task is to make connections" (Bryman 2011:374). Based on the
interpretations, patterns, connections and comparisons identified in the empirical
material some general conclusions have been drawn. The current study is an
investigation of one specific case and it is through this case the study intends to
understand and answer the above defined problem that collaboration programmes are
facing. The case was identified as necessary to be investigated by the specific Interreg
programme and resulted in my participation and the specific research question
regarding why the actors don´t use the funding possibilities provided by the Interreg
program. The conclusions drawn from the chosen methods are based on
interpretations of previous studies and also on experiences from the involved actors.
Through collection and analysis of the data the study intents to find the dominant
view, the hegemony, of the specific question regarding the understanding of defined
problem. The case was analysed through the theory of collaboration and in the context
of sustainable transportation providing a result based on actual approaches and
desires. The question regarding collaboration projects and their contribution to a
sustainable development was answered by the document analysis and the broader
theories and conceptualisation while the second research question was answered
through the interviews.
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2.1 Document analysis
The empirical material, in this study, is mainly based on scientific literature and
public documents. Different texts have been used such as scientific publications,
policy documents, Government Official Reports and global development work. The
literature study provides an overview of the research concerning CBC, the linkage
between CBC and sustainable transport planning and provides an understanding of
what this Regional Policy planes, such as the Interreg collaboration, can contribute to
a sustainable development.
The document analysis wishes to complement and enrich the investigation by
providing the background information on chosen case study and the theoretical
approach. But also enabling comparison and control of the validity of the different
materials and sources. The validity in the empirics is controlled and based on
Denscombes (2009) four criterias of valuable sources, which all of the documents
have to fulfil to be able to be trusted:
•
•
•
•

The authenticity – is the document authentic and original?
Credibility – is the content real?
The representativeness – is the document typical of its kind?
Meaning – is the meaning clear and unambiguous?

2.2 Interviews
The current overall question and problem formulation concerns many different actors
representing diverse interests, viewpoints and understandings of the situation. With
the purpose of gaining understanding of these different viewpoints and perspectives
interviews has been selected as a suitable method for this study.
Fourteen different actors have been interviewed to gain their opinion and
understanding of the research questions addressed in this study. The qualitative
interview provides valuable and privileged information and a direct contact with the
observed and interested objective (Denscombe 2009). The interviews have
complemented previous studies and documents in the understandings of why relevant
actors don’t apply for funding from Interreg ÖKS.

2.2.1 Selection
The study is based on fourteen interviews and current studies delimitations, brought
up in the introduction, have been the basis for the choice of respondents. All
respondents are somehow stakeholders in governmental organisations, NGO´s,
universities, private or public sector engaged in transportation. The procedure to find
the actual respondents was organized in a way where I first submitted a list of actors I
thought would be of interest to include in the research. This list was then approved by
the Interreg V ÖKS programme and after a few dropouts the participating respondents
was defined. Since the Interreg programme already has a good contact with the
municipalities my list does not include the municipalities in the region. The
respondents were expected to bring valuable feed back and to enrich the investigation
with answers that wouldn’t be able to find somewhere else. The fourteen interviews
and respondents are divided into three categories together with one additional
category including a supplementary interview with one of the international
coordinators in Interreg ÖKS. This respondent, which will be referred to as
5

programme writer (Interview 4) in the study, participated in the administrative office
of the group and in the writing group for the programme. The classification of the
remaining thirteen interviews into three categories is based on the actors professional
positions and their relation to Interreg ÖKS. The three categories represent:
Category 1. Actors applied for Interreg ÖKS subsidy before but not for this specific
period (Interview 1)
Category 2. Actors involved in an Interreg V ÖKS project during current period
(Interview 2)
Category 3. Actors that have never applied for Interreg ÖKS subsidy (Interview 3)
All the actors have a position which made it possible to deliver the specific
information which other actors would not been able to deliver and the insights would
not been possible to gain by only written documents (Denscombe 2009). The actors in
the different categories are representatives from:
Category 1: Trafikverket and Gate 21
Category 2: Power Circle, Dansk Elbil Alliance, SSPA Sweden AB, Malmö
Municipality, Aalborg University and Norsk Elbilforening
Category 3: WSP, ÅF, Trivector AB, Transportstyrelsen and Rambøll

2.2.2 The interview process
In this study semi-structured interviews were conducted and personal interviews
selected. The semi-structured interviews provides a form where the interviewer
already has prepared some questions and topics to discuss but in contrast to the
structured interview the semi-structured has a more flexible structure and the
respondent is able to develop his or hers argument freely. This structure does also
allows the interviewer to ask questions during the interview, which makes the
structure looks more like a conversation (Denscombe 2009).
The questions asked and discussed during the interviews were partly elaborated
depending on the three categories but included four to five main questions with some
sub questions depending on each specific category. Since current study purpose to
investigate why actors during this Interreg-period haven’t applied for subsidy, but
also to get to know about their opinion about potential added values and their view
upon the structural funds, questions were asked about their individual opinions,
gained experiences, knowledge and values about the programme. In addition they
were asked about their opinions on the missing numbers of applying projects and
actors during current period. What they thought was the explanation and what could
be done so that in the future similar problems wouldn’t occur. The broad array of
questions facilitates the final analysis and provides a broader perspective on the
question. Additionally the programme writer were also asked about the objectives and
underlying reasons for the development of the specific goals and targets in the
transportation area and what actors were expected to apply under this specific goal.
The question formulations are included in Annex 1, 2, 3 and 4.
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In order to not influence the respondents in any way and by that affect the results I, as
a interviewer, stayed neutral during the whole interview and let the respondents talk
while just directing the interview in the ‘right’ direction and kept track on the
important thread in the discussion. Before the interview it was clarified that the
responds wouldn’t in any way be mentioned by name and were promised to keep
private identity in my study. Therefore the answers from the interviews will be
provided in the three groups explained above.
To be able to handle all the information provided in the interviews and in order to not
make notes during the whole interview, but still obtain all the important information,
the interviews were recorded. This was informed before the interview started in order
to allow the respondents to oppose. This method risks to make the respondent
restrained but in none of the cases I perceived that the respondent held back some
information or became more restrict because of the recording.

2.2.3 Data collection in interviews
To choose interviews as data collection means that the researcher gains a lot of data to
analyse and process. Since transcription of recorded interviews is time consuming I
listened to the recorded interviews and made notes of the specific, interesting answers
I found in the material. This made it more easy and suitable for me during my further
investigation to easy use and select important citations.
2.2.4 Validity and reliability
Interviews as a method to collect data have gained critic for delivering information
that is hard to control and verify. Unfortunately there is no perfect method to control
and review the validity in the material but through some methods, like method
combination, it is anyhow possible to review the credibility of the information
(Denscombe 2009). In this research different sources and methods is used both in the
way so the interviews complements the document analysis but also are controlling
each other.
Interviews as method have also gained critic for being too personal (Denscombe
2009). For this study, the personal perspective is the strength since the purpose is to
investigate involved actors view on the Interreg programme and get to know about
their opinion on the investigation question, why so few actors have been applying for
projects in the thematic area transport. The chosen respondents can therefore be seen
as relevant and even representative for the chosen questions and important actors with
valuable answers that would not be able to gain by other actors.

2.2.5 Criticism of sources
Qualitative sources are in general often blamed for being unreliable and it is the
researchers obligation to verify and show that the result is true and valuable. Without
verification the researcher would lack credibility (Denscombe 2009). The credibility
is important for all research and in this study the reliability have been controlled by
Denscombes four criteria’s of valuable sources as described above. Yet another way
to measure the reliability can be applied by controlling sources generalisation. Since
this study is partly based on qualitative interviews this aspect neither requires nor
needs further attention (ibid.). This because the respondent´s individual definitions
does not aim to reflect a broader general view.
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3 Background, foundation and building block
Below follows a background description of the European Structural Fund
Programmes, the Regional Policy, and a closer description of the specific Interreg
programme, Interreg V Öresund-Kattegat-Skagerak (ÖKS) and the connection to
goals and targets for sustainable transportation. This with the aim of providing a
comprehensive picture of the cohesion policy and the EU funded programme the
Member States are participating in. More over provides a background description of
chosen case study for better knowledge and understanding of the study purpose but
also clarify the definition of sustainable development and sustainable transportation
used in this study.

3.1 Sustainable Development
Sustainable development is the fundamental and overarching objective for the
European Union. The wording is comprehensive but contains a common vision that
our current way of life (including consumption, production, and social/economical
differences) is not sustainable. Growth patterns must be recognised in a more
sustainable way, taking all the three dimensions of sustainability into consideration;
social, economical and environmental. The most commonly used definition of
sustainable development is the one coined by the Brundtland Commission which
defines a sustainable development as: “…development that meets the needs of the
present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own
needs” (WCED 1987:43). The definition provides a framing of the word and a
background for what progress could be used. Politicians, municipalities, national and
international governments, local and regional, private or official actors and many
other different stakeholders use the word in many different fields of the society for the
common goal to achieve a sustainable future. For this paper, that wishes to investigate
development in the transportation sector, the main focus will be on sustainable
transportation, the definition and the connection to practice and current case study.

3.1.1 Sustainable Transport
Sustainable transport has become an overarching concern in many sectors and just
like sustainable development the concept does not have a universal definition. The
various definitions in the different areas do also imply that it has several and
multifaceted interactions with society. It is not a closed system by itself but affects
and is being affected by many different factors in the society. To be able to use the
word in this study a common definition on sustainable transportation, commonly used
and stated by the European Council (2001), has been selected. Below definition suits
well and is a relevant definition for this study just because of its broad and
comprehensive scope matching the broad range of project current case study Interreg
V ÖKS Transport are providing. A sustainable transport system is defined as:
“allows the basic access and development needs of individuals, companies and
societies to be met safely and in a manner consistent with human and ecosystem
health, and promotes equity within and between successive generations;
is affordable, operates fairly and efficiently, offers choice of transport mode, and
supports a competitive economy, as well as balanced regional development;
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limits emissions and waste within the planet's ability to absorb them, uses renewable
resources at or below their rates of generation, and, uses non-renewable resources at
or below the rates of development of renewable substitutes while minimising the
impact on the use of land and the generation of noise” (European Council 2001; in
Gudmundsson 2015-09-21).
The definition from the European Council contains many important factors that can
be seen in the Interreg V ÖKS programme and in the scope of the projects provided
by the fund. Just like the definition of sustainable development, the definition of
sustainable transport calls for a sustainable way to handle change and imply a
continual process of modification. Gudmunsson (2015-09-21) states some important
subjects and goals that sustainable transportation should contain. The targets include
important measurements and progress a transportation system should include in order
to be sustainable, such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Decoupling economic growth and the demand for transport
Achieving sustainable levels of transport energy use and reducing transport
greenhouse gas emissions
Reducing pollutant emissions from transport to levels that minimise effects on
human health and/or the environment
Achieving a balanced shift towards environmentally friendly transport modes
Reducing transport noise
Modernising the EU framework for public passenger transport services to
encourage better efficiency and performance
Average new car fleet should achieve CO2 emissions of 140g/km (2008/09)
and 120g/km (2012)
Halving road transport deaths by 2010 compared to 2000

One of the first policy papers regarding the concern of implications with
transportation is the Green Paper on The Impact of Transport on the Environment
(1992) written by The Commission of the European Communities (Gudmundsson et
al. 2016). The content of this paper, visualized as a interlinked circle in figure 5
below, suits well for current case study and Interreg programme allocating issues such
as; transportation impacts on the environment, contribution to social and economical
functions, cohesion and wellbeing, good influences on the peripheral regions, and
freedom of choices. This is all important aspects in sustainable mobility which
identifies the responsibility different actors in the society have to assume in order to
achieve the objective of the strategy. It could also be seen as a foundation for projects
and actors engaging in the Interreg collaboration and other transport planning
strategies where all the three dimensions of sustainability is included (ibid.).
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Figure 5 Implications in the transport sector. Theoretical source: Gudmundsson et al. 2016

3.1.2 The wide range of Sustainable Transportation
Sustainable transport plays an important role in the progress to achieve sustainable
development. In the context of the transportation sector it can even be described as
‘an expression of sustainable development’ (Gundmundsson et al. 2016). To be able
to understand what we intend to sustain with sustainable transport and to be able to
use the different fundamental basic terms related to transportation some definitions
have to be drown and explained:

Figure 8 Central definitions of Transportation. Theoretical source: Gudmundsson 21-09-2015
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To explain sustainable mobility Zegras (2005) provides a definition incorporating the
perspective of sustainable development and the three main pillars (social, economical
and environmental) defining the mobility as “maintains the capability to provide nondeclining accessibility in time” (Zegras 2005). Sustainable mobility can be viewed as
the possibility, or the solution, of incorporating an expansion of accessibility and
mobility and maintaining the resources and capital stock, referring as well to the
scarcity of resources.
By incorporating the three dimensions of sustainable development into mobility and
the quality of the mobility Gudmundsson (2015) also submits an explanation stating
transport as part of a wider system where all parts are dependent on each other (figure
9):

Figure 9 The Three dimensions of sustainable development in the transportation context.
Theoretical source: Gudmundsson 2015-09-14

These dimensions should, according to Ciuffinis (1995), also be defined in addition to
the urban scale and perspective. Mobility means the ability to reach activities and
should not, in any circumstances, be viewed as a privilege, regardless of social,
economical or geographical conditions. Ciuffinis sees therefore mobility as a societal
right and economical and social situations will also be effected by changes in the
transportation system (Ciuffinis 1995). This can be viewed from the figure above
where it is possible to see how all activities in the three different aspects are affecting
each other. Furthermore, as visible in figure 8, access to transport can therefore also
be explained as something that shapes humans life-opportunities, in terms of
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education, health and services, access to the job market, leisure and recreation
facilities or in which degree one can keep in touch with family and friends (Martens et
al. 2012). ”A modern society requires high mobility. Mobility is freedom for the
individual, but also a prerequisite for our welfare. A more efficient and developed
traffic infrastructure is therefore also a prerequisite for growth” (Danish Government
2011:29, my translation). These approach to sustainability and transport have to be
viewed from a holistic approach, which see how the transport sector fits into the wider
sustainable development agenda and both effecting and being effected of external
factors (Gudmundsson 2015-09-14).

3.1.3 The importance of mobility and accessibility
Today we have been more and more aware of the value of traveling and how
improved accessibility can ease our everyday life. Mobility, as been brought up above
in figure 8, refers to the capability, state or condition, the quality of moving or being
moved (Merriam-Webster 2003) or “having freedom of movement” or “movable”
(Dictionary.com 2016). Mobility could also be defined as the outcome of peoples
demand for transportation and what the specific location can provide in the way of
public areas (Ciuffini 1995), or in other words, the potential for interaction and
exchange (Litman 2008). Accessibility could thus be defined as the measurement of
values. Good accessibility will impact the urban space and growth and influence the
attractiveness of a specific location and surrounding areas. We have also been
increasingly used to exact travel time and time savings by improvements in transport
networks and services. The possibility and easiness of being moved is highly
important and speaks for a demand of a continued development and further improved
transport system. The timesaving is therefore highly important to incorporate for
developers and planners to become attractive. For example, Copenhagen Municipality
have developed a plan for improvements in journey time for both cycle routes and
selected bus routes. Even possibilities for improved journey time for car traffic are
included, but this is a bigger challenge since the car traffic is expected to increase in
the coming years (City of Copenhagen 2011; City of Copenhagen 2014). Copenhagen
Municipality has further set targets to achieve a share of 75% of all trips in
Copenhagen to be by foot, bike, or public transport by the year 2025 (TU 2015). For
the same year Copenhagen has also set a goal of reaching 20-30% of all light vehicles
and 30-40% of heavy vehicles to be run on new fuels, like electricity, biogas,
bioethanol or hydrogen, while the remaining part to be shared by 42% gasoline and
58% diesel (City of Copenhagen 2014).
Sustainable urban mobility is carried out through optimal use of urban space, efficient
modes and services and also with new technologies and innovative solutions taking
all important elements into account, such as demand, minimizing negative effects and
safety (Gudmundsson 2015-09-21). All this requires innovative solutions to be able to
come up with best practical solution for complex problems.

3.1.4 Advantages with a well developed transport system
High mobility is attractive and can bring economic growth and prosper. Investing in a
good transportation network, where people and freight can move easily and
effectively, is for many regions in the world the most efficient method to increase
economic well-being and performance (Gudmundsson et al. 2016). Recent studies
also demonstrate various external benefits possible to gain from transport initiatives.
There are benefits that require a vision beyond the direct user benefits and benefits
able to be discovered from major transport policies or project intervention. Stopher
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and Stanley (2014) provide examples of advantages with a transport policy which
linkage transport, urban structure and the economic performance of a city. This study
implies an association between a well-developed infrastructure system and economic
performance and they demonstrate a close link between compact cities, with good
accessibility and an efficient transport network and the most efficient urban
settlements (Stopher & Stanley 2014). Also Gudmundsson et al. (2016) states the
importance of a well-developed transport infrastructure from a historical point of view
by quoting: ”…mobility of people and goods has been central to the development of
society. Rising incomes, changing technologies, and growing populations all provide
strong driving forces that suggest significant increases in mobility in the coming
years” (Gudmundsson et al. 2016:56). Furthermore, the US Transportation Research
Board (1998) also connects agglomeration benefits to development of transport
systems stating agglomeration benefits as “the increase in productivity, creativity and
synergy among firms because of higher concentration or density of employment, made
possible by more compact transit-served development” (Stopher & Stanley 2014:208).
A well-developed transportation infrastructure system contributes to accessibility and
related effects of density and can bring agglomeration even to the suburbs and
surroundings but could also bring benefits such as time savings, cost savings or
reliability benefits. The problem is to make the agglomeration benefits not result in
external costs as traffic congestion, pollution, noise and social exclusion. The
challenge is to get the balance right and achieve growing cities with well-developed
transportation networks and an infrastructure that doesn’t lack behind the growth
without impoverish resources. As Stopher and Stanley (2014) states, these
communities don´t arise by them selves but require guidance and management, which
motivates the action for taking an integrated approach to transport planning and land
use. The authors’ further states large communities, which have resulted in a compact,
dense, structure with good accessibility complemented by effective transportation
infrastructure as the most proficient urban communities (ibid.).

3.2 The Europe 2020
Current study topic Interreg V ÖKS is developed along with the European statutes for
a sustainable development and the EU2020 protocol which sees sustainability as the
pillar for growth and development in Europe (Interrge programmet 2014-2020). The
EU2020 is a protocol for smart, sustainable and inclusive growth that the European
Union has gathered around. To achieve this common agenda, a ten-year job and
growth strategy was developed, EU2020. The agenda refers to smart growth as a
“developed economy based on knowledge and innovation”, Sustainable growth
“which is promoting a more resource efficient, greener and more competitive
economy”, and Inclusive growth as “fostering a high-employment economy delivering
social and territorial cohesion” (European Commission 2010). The strategy was
launched in 2010 and is based on five headline targets for the European member
states to achieve by 2020:
•
•

Employment – to raise the employment rate of the population aged 20–64
from the current 69% to at least 75%.
R&D – to achieve the target of investing 3% of GDP in R&D in particular by
improving the conditions for R&D investment by the private sector, and
develop a new indicator to track innovation.
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•

•

•

Climate change & Energy sustainability – to reduce greenhouse gas emissions
by at least 20% compared to 1990 levels or by 30% if the conditions are right,
increase the share of renewable energy in final energy consumption to 20%,
and achieve a 20% increase in energy efficiency.
Education – to reduce the share of early school leavers to 10% from the
current 15% and increase the share of the population aged 30–34 having
completed tertiary from 31% to at least 40%.
Fighting poverty and Social exclusion – to reduce the number of Europeans
living below national poverty lines by 25%, lifting 20 million people out of
poverty (Europa 2016-03-08).

The targets are interrelated but not exhaustive, due to the fact that other national and
international levels have to support the agenda, set the targets and establish the
objectives into practice. In this sense, the strategy is developed in line with all EU
Member States different needs, premises and national specificities in mind and the
outline is meant to promote growth for all Member States. The agenda gives a
direction for the Member States to follow and provides also measurable to help
countries progress in the ‘right’ direction. The agenda will push the process and will
for each Member State be translated into national targets and rules. To catalyse
progress in each priority theme, the agenda also contains seven flagship initiatives.
The intention with the programme is that it should be adopted by a diverse range of
actors within the society, from nations to representatives of civil society, all
contributing to the goals- and the priority themes (Europa 2016).

3.3 Crossing borders – linkages for shared solutions
Connecting nations and regions, by investing in transport infrastructure across
borders, build on expectations that physical connection will result in common
collaboration and development (Cars et al. 2013). The result of improved accessibility
and transport systems, connecting nations and regions, is commonly viewed as a
linkage between and across those borders. The European Union has a vision of
linking and connecting the Member States so that free movement of people and goods
can unconcerned cross administrative borders. To achieve this, the European Union
provides policy plans and targets to encourage the Member States to collaborate.
From the EU perspective, collaboration is about equal rights and opportunities and to
be able to move freely in the Union. Even if equal rights provide an essential
foundation, transnational collaboration across national borders does not develop
without obstacles and difficulties. Different culture, language, regulation, bureaucracy
and formal- informal institutes complicates the aim of equalize nations and regions
and can in many cases be too hard to overcome (European Union 2011).

3.4 Regional Policy
The Regional Policy is a financial policy provided by the European Union that aims
to support economic growth, job creation, competitiveness, improved quality of life
and sustainable development in all European Member States and to reach a joint
action and policy exchange in-between the nations, regions and local actors. The
policy provides a framework for a less diverse region and wants to equalize the
differences between Member States and regions. Therefore the funding is more
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concentrated to European less developed countries and regions to reduce disparities.
The policy also provides development in the direction of the Europe 2020 strategy for
smart, sustainable and inclusive growth. To meet the Europe 2020 targets the
Regional Policy assists progress in for example; education, employment, energy, the
environment, the single market, research and innovation (European Commission
2016-01-14).

3.4.1 Three policy programmes
The European Union provides three Regional Policy programmes; European Regional
Development Fund (ERDF), Cohesion Fund (CF), and the European Social Fund
(ESF), which together represent more than one third of the EU total budget (European
Commission 2016-01-14). These programmes are built on the goal that every Member
State should offer equal opportunities for a good and healthy life and to achieve this,
common solutions and transcended boundaries are important. The Commission states
that sharing solutions and supporting collaborations will facilitate integration, which
hopefully also will lead to good living standard and quality of life (ibid.). Up to today
the cooperations have engaged many different partners and actors from NGOs to
universities, small municipalities and ministries and so far EU cohesion policies is
estimated to have resulted in:
• 600 000 jobs
• 15 million people in professional training
• Co-founder of 25 000 km roads, 1 800 km railway
• Clean drinking water for 3 million more people
• Invested in 200 000 small and medium small companies
• 61 000 research projects
(European Union 2011).

3.4.2 Interreg
One of these policies, funded by the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF),
is the Interreg programme, also called European Territorial Cooperation (ETC). The
aim for this cohesion policy is: “to tackle common challenges together and find
shared solutions - whether in the field of health, research and education, transport or
sustainable energy” (European Commission 2015). The Interreg programmes were
founded in 1989 and have since then provided five program periods, which are
divided into three types: cross-border, transnational and interregional (ibid.).
•

•
•

In the cross-border cooperation-programmes the collaboration focuses on
regions that are physically connected but separated by a border between
Member States. The aim is to gain collaboration between the cross-borders
and improve the conditions for growth and employment in the whole region.
The transnational programmes collaborate over larger neighbouring regions
and do sometimes include entire countries and sometimes parts of the country.
The interregional cooperation-programmes cover the whole EU but regions
or countries, participating in the programme do not need to be connected. The
focus of the cooperation is the exchange of experience and networking among
regional and local actors. In addition, there are cooperation programmes
focusing on research and analysis (SABO 2016).
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Current programme, Interreg V, runs from 2014 to 2020 and is designed to help
achieving the Europe 2020 strategy objectives for ‘smart, sustainable and inclusive
growth’ and more efficiently use the investments to reach greater impact and
territorial cohesion (European Commission 2015). Through the programme the
European Commission wishes to promote a harmonious economic and a common
social and territorial development of the union. To support this, 11 investment
priorities have been selected (figure 1) aimed to provide a framework for the
programmes of the desired development within these areas. Out of these 11
investment priorities each cooperation programme have to choose not more then 4
thematic objectives to focus on (ibid.).

Figure 1. Investment Priorities. Source: European Commission 2015-05-12

Figure 2 provides an overview of current Interreg programme and structure where it is
possible to see that the programme has a total budget on 10.1 billion EUR divided
among over 100 cooperation programmes. This corresponds for nearly 3% of the total
cohesion policy budget. The figure does also illustrate how the fund is divided in the
three collaboration types and what focus and budget is assigned for each of them. This
figure serves mainly to provide an overall, comprehensive background of the total
subsidy and will not be addressed in more detail further on in the study.

Figure 2. Structure of Interreg V. Source: European Commission 2015-05-12
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3.5 Interreg V Öresund-Kattegat-Skagerrak
Interreg V Öresund-Kattegat-Skagerrak, ÖKS, which is the objective of this study, is
one of the CBCrunning in current Interreg-period. The Interreg V ÖKS is a
collaboration between Sweden, Denmark and Norway and the geography of the
programme is divided into two areas (see figure 3).
• Kattegat-Skagerrak – covering the areas: Midtjylland, Nordjylland, Halland,
Västra Götaland, Østfold, Akershus, Vestfold, Buskerud, Telemark, AustAgder, Vest-Agder and Oslo Municipality
• Öresund – covering Region Skåne, the Capital Region and Region Zealand)
(Interreg 2015).
Actors could also apply for funding if the project covers the entire geographical area,
Öresund-Kattegat-Skagerrak.

Figure 3. Geographical area of Interreg V ÖKS. Source: Region Halland 2013-10-23
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3.5.1 Common challenges & Common targets
Many different actors, such as public or private organisations, NGOs and individuals,
can apply for project funding in one of the two geographical areas (or the whole)
depending on where the project partners are located. The Interreg V ÖKS goals and
programme formulation is closely linked to the EU Commissions objectives and the
11 investment priorities the Commission have stated as priority focus. Out from those
11 thematic objectives Interreg V ÖKS has decided on 4 priority areas: Innovation,
Green Economy, Transport and Employment, which are described in more detail
below (Interreg 2016). To make sure the programme will develop in the direction of
and by the interest of relevant actors the programme-document has been produced and
developed by a broad range of stakeholders within the geographical area. This
includes for example municipalities, counties, cooperation agencies, government
agencies, businesses, and universities. To further make sure the document follows
EU´s objectives, the European Commission approves the priority document before it
gets implemented. The programme document includes for instance targeted
interventions, goals and rules, programme implementation, approaches and does also
have a managing authority to monitor the implementation process of the programme
(Nutek 2008). All geographical areas included in the programme have different
priority areas and each region has its own regional action plan, which is linked to the
national action plan, setting the foundation for principles and priorities but is also the
framework from a national perspective. All these interests have to be taken into
consideration when developing the programme document for the entire geography
(Interreg 2016). The four specific investment areas as the Interreg V ÖKS has agreed
upon are specified as follows:
1. Innovation - the priority area innovation shall enhance research and innovation
infrastructure and capacity to develop expertise in research and innovation and
promote centres of excellence, especially those of European interest
2. Green Economy - the priority area aims to promote the production and distribution
of energy from renewable sources
3. Transport - promoting sustainable transport and removing bottlenecks in
important network infrastructures
4. Employment - the priority area aims to support development of business
incubators and investment support for self-employment, micro-enterprises and
business creation (Interreg 2016).

3.6 Interreg V Öresund-Kattegat-Skagerrak – Transport
To be able to reach the targets of ÖKS as an attractive and coherent cross-border
region, development of efficient and sustainable transport is an important measure
(Interreg 2016). Regional and national plans in the area have all stated the importance
of a sustainable transport and infrastructure and are seen as highly relevant to be able
to achieve the broader goals of sustainable development (ibid.). Moreover, availability
for people, goods and services, transport and infrastructure development is crucial for
the entire program area that has important transport corridors with several serious
bottlenecks. Cross-border coordination and planning of transport infrastructure
remains a challenge since this development involves many different actors with many
different interests, and it is therefore important to collaborate and continue joint
regional efforts (ibid.).
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Projects running under the thematic goal and priority area transport are meant to result
in ‘increased accessibility’ and ‘a greater labour market that will strengthen the
internal competiveness’ (Interreg 2016). The primary purpose is to support a multimodal joint European Transport Area and to reach this, investments in the TransEuropean Transport Network (TEN-T) is of high importance. The TEN-T
infrastructure development programme focuses on an effective, sustainable and
competitive transport system on rail and road. The transport network covers the
European Union and has been certified to be the most important cross-border
infrastructure project by the Nordic governments. The priority area, transport, and the
infrastructural projects that are linked to it will also be connected to secondary and
tertiary nodes to foster regional mobility and the desire to promote a sustainable
regional and local traffic infrastructural system with environmental-friendly, low
carbon transport, including inland waterways and maritime transport, ports,
multimodal links and airport infrastructure (ibid.). The priority area transport, which
is the third out of the four priority areas described above Interreg has decided on, has
stated three specific goals and processes to be supported under the objective of;
3.1 Supporting a multimodal Single European Transport Area by investing in the
Trans-European Transport Network (TEN-T)
3.2 Promoting regional mobility through connecting secondary and tertiary nodes
with TEN-T infrastructure, including multimodal hubs
3.3 Develop and improve environmentally friendly, including quieter, and low-carbon
transport, inland waterways and maritime transport, ports, multimodal links and
airport infrastructure to promote sustainable regional and local traffic (Interreg 2016).
Figure 4, below, provides an illustration of the thematic goal transportation, the three
investment priorities and a motivation for each of the investment priorities. The figure
clarifies the intentions of each priority area and provides an understanding of what
kind of project could be suitable within this investment priority.
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Figure 4. Measures to be supported within the three investment priorities. Theoretical source:
Interreg (2016-03-17)
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3.6.1 Type of projects
To receive Interreg support and funding the involved actors in a project have to
contribute with co-financing of at least 50% of the total budget. The projects received
subsidy in the past and during this programme period covers a broad range of
initiatives and projects.
•

•

•

One example is ‘The 8 Million City’ which overall goal was to develop a
commuting system to tie areas to each other with a more efficient fast-train.
The project did focus on a green transport corridor in one of the priority
corridors in the TEN-T network.
Another project, ‘NÖKS II - Short Sea Shipping in ÖKS’, had as its main
focus to contribute to a more environmentally friendly and low-carbon
transport system in the region. The idea was to develop and improve a
maritime transport system and encourage the transfer of freight from road to
sea by developing solutions, tools and methods to improve maritime service
quality and environmental performance through the development of costeffective, secure, flexible and competitive concepts.
A third project, running under the current period and includes pre-projects
from the past two Interreg-periods, is ‘Öresundsmetron phase 3’. This project
aims to achieve a joint region (Malmö and Copenhagen) with a shared labour
market, exchange of knowledge, education, goods, products and services. The
project has investigated the opportunities a joint region could bring but also
the capacity-problems that a higher mobility and associability could result in.
To plan and prevent for this pressure, the project did investigate the most
optimal solution for a possible future metro-train that could connect the
region.

These are examples of projects that have been supported by Interreg ÖKS today and
in the past. Other projects, such as the development and establishment of electric cars,
biking infrastructure etc. have also been hosted by the Interreg programme but they
will not be further described here.
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4 Collaborations as a Theory and Thesis
”It is by seeing the world through a particular theory that we can distance ourselves
from some of our taken-for-granted understandings and subject our material to other
questions than we would be able to do from an everyday perspective” (Jørgensen &
Phillips 2002:22).
The theory will contribute to the unique approach of looking at the particular
phenomenon and is the framework, conceptual and procedural construct, current
study has been analysed from. It is the framework that will give meaning to the
information in the study (Bryman 2011). As this study is based on the CBC aiming to
result in a common development within and between the EU-Member States the
chosen theory focuses on theories on collaboration. Following chapter will therefore
provide theories and bring up earlier studies made on cohesion policies, pros- and
cons and which, if any, added values have been identified in cohesion policies and the
structural funds. The chapter includes a conceptual definition of earlier studies made
on the specific topic but also an explanation of the theories connection to reality and
selected study, Interreg V ÖKS. But primarily this chapter intends to describe why
collaboration is essential for sustainable transportation.

4.1 Connecting Collaborations and Sustainable Transportation
Transportation is necessary for peoples movement. As described above in chapter 3,
improvements in the transport network can have a great impact on shaping a city and
the whole society and have the possibility to provide competitive advantages in the
form of good living and a well interconnected region with good connections to the
outside world. To make sure that no unintended outcomes arise and as much benefits
as possible are achieved from the transport development, an integrated approach is
necessary. Planners and transport policy makers adopting an integrated land
use/transport planning perspective can benefit from economical, social and
environmental point of view by incorporating a broad range of stakeholders in the
planning and development phase. Stopher and Stanley (2014) further indicate that
high-level goals can be achieved by working from ‘the street level’ and by incorporate
different actors perspectives and knowledge. Gudmundsson (2015-09-14) does also
demonstrate this approach with one model (figure 10) showing the importance of the
boundaries in the developing process. The model illustrates development as a system
working together in order to achieve a sustainable development.
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Figure 10 Developed model of a system to achieve sustainable mobility. Source:
Gudmundsson 2015-09-14

4.2 Challenges for transport planning
Recent statistics indicates a population growth of nearly 2,5 billions people globally
in 2050 (Population Pyramids 2015). This high population growth will result in
increased demand for mobility and a continued strong dependency on fossil fuels. The
living standard is expected to rise and the negative effects caused by increased
transportation are expected to escalate (Gudmundsson et al. 2016). This scenario puts
pressure on the environment and challenges our environmental resources, and requires
drastic actions. External and internal actors have to work in collaboration and
cooperate to achieve a shift towards a resource-efficient and low-carbon economy.
Decoupling economic growth from resource- and energy use and resulting in
attractiveness, improved energy efficiency and reduced CO2 emissions.
The population growth and increased living standard will also have an influence on
the numbers of motorised vehicles. In 2035 the total number of motor vehicles will
probably have increased from 1,2 to 2 billions or more. Of these, 95% consist of lightduty vehicles developing the problematic situation into a widespread and public
problem (Voelcker 2014). An increased use of vehicles will result not only in
increased release of green house gas emissions but also in increased number of
vehicles and longer transport time, which directly effects both individuals and the
society. As visualised below the drastic growth of vehicles globally results in
enormous traffic jams. The photo shows a daily traffic jam in São Paulo in June 2009
where 293 kilometres of accumulated queues was measured, which by then was the
historical record (Ogudah 2012).
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Figure 12 Daily traffic jam in São Paulo Source: Ogudah 2012

4.2.1 Sustainable solutions – a call for actions
As visible to see from the policies and theories brought up above collaborations is
important to develop a more sustainable transportation system and a more sustainable
society. Among others, the structural funds aim to overcome typical crosscutting
problems and try to find shared solutions on common problems. For example the
collaboration programme Interreg V ÖKS, and the thematic goal transportation, has
stated as its main priority to develop innovative and environmental friendly solutions.
By new technology and ‘green’ innovations Interreg V ÖKS aims to overcome some
urgent problems, such as ineffective traffic distribution and fossil fuel dependency. A
more developed and robust transportation network, containing more options and
travel choices is expressed as highly required (Gundmundsson et al. 2016). With new
mobility options, like for example mobile apps and online services, information and
communication technology, car-pooling and mode sharing, an increase in about 30%
more transports could be put into practice with environmental friendly alternatives.
By improving modal efficiency and supporting the modal shift, sustainable urban
mobility can be achieved (ibid.). Finding options to minimize negative effects are
highly discussed and the challenge is to find a way to better integrate economies at the
same time as caring for the environment. “Sustainable development is all embracing
and requires new thinking so that cross-sectorial decisions can be made” (Banister
2005:3). This development also requires a policymaking approach, where over23

sectorial institutional and organisational come together and collaborate. This is highly
relevant in the transportation sector, which often crosses administrative borders. The
need for policies cooperating over local, regional, national, and international levels
are highly important. This indicates an ability to promote sustainable development by
integrating policy areas within any given level of government (ibid.).

4.2.2 Cross-Border Cooperation – one way of desired action
“Cohesion policy and its structural funds, while important in their own right, are key
delivery mechanisms to achieve the priorities of smart, sustainable and inclusive
growth in Member States and regions” (European Commission 2010:20). Renewable
sources are important for EU´s development of ‘smart grids’, which also requires
support of the structural funds. “…by making use of structural and other funds to
leverage new financing through existing highly successful models of innovative
investment schemes” (ibid.:16). To be able to move to an efficient use of resources
and low carbon, which will support EU to succeed their 2020 targets, technological
and structural changes are required. All Member States must aim at, for example
“…develop smart, upgraded and fully interconnected transport and energy
infrastructures …” (ibid.:16). Essential for the development of an effective, ‘green’,
overall European transport network is cohesion. Consequently, by using structural
funds for strongly prioritised investments an effective use of the EU budget is
obtained. Both public and private financing is important but also public-private
partnerships and other innovative instruments are essential for total funding and
leverage. Overall the EU2020 strategy is partly by the structural funds and cohesion
policies brought closer to the residents through dialogue and cooperation through
various levels of government, like influence from many different authorities and
international and national levels (ibid.).
4.2.3 What collaboration policy wishes to generate
As described collaboration is essential to achieve the goals of a sustainable
development, not at least in the transport sector that incorporates many different
stakeholders within a broad geographical area. The actors work at different
institutions, with various interests and commitments, with various purposes and
together with many different stakeholders (Gudmundsson et al. 2016). To act
collectively is important for the European Member States in order to be able to reach
the EU2020 targets, additional sustainability documents, and successfully achieve
those agendas. Consequently, the union has to be united and have to work
competitively. With help of green technologies (clean and efficient) the union has to
work towards a reduction in greenhouse gas emission and to meet the climate goals.
So, in order to meet the defined targets innovation and new technology have to be
further promoted. Renewable sources of energy have to be developed requiring
innovative processes, and working together, jointly, towards these objectives is
essential. In our interconnected economies, growth and employment will only rise if
all Member States move in this direction, taking account their specific circumstances
(European Commission 2010). A stronger, deeper and extended single market has
been described as vital for future growth and job creation. Though, every day business
and citizens are faced with the reality that bottlenecks to cross-border activity remain
despite the legal existence of the EU single market. To gear the single market, and to
serve the EU2020 goals, requires well-functioning and well-connected markets where
competition and consumer access stimulate growth and innovation. A sustainable
transport system is in great need for policy initiatives. Stopher and Stanley (2014)
provide an explanation of what some different policy objectives can contribute to and
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which possibilities would be able to achieve with the specific objective, such as
environmental improvement, safety and health and social exclusion. They divide the
policy objectives (including only land transport systems) into six major programme
directions, visible below, with underlying supplying actions. More or less all actions
aims to provide and result in better environment, less greenhouse gas emissions,
social inclusion, and safety and health.
1. Reducing the demand for transport:
- land use planning (increased density, and co-location, while pursuing
agglomeration economies);
- maximising opportunities for walking and cycling;
2. Achieving a shift to lower-carbon or lower-air-polluting transport modes:
- cars to public transport, walking and cycling;
- trucks to rail;
3. Improving vehicle utilisation:
- higher car occupancy;
- more efficient freight movement;
4. Reducing vehicle emission intensity:
- more efficient vehicles;
- smaller passenger vehicles;
- alternative fuels;
- intelligent transport systems;
- better driving practices;
5. Increasing mobility opportunities:
- provision of reasonable base public transport service levels;
- using existing public transport opportunities (e.g. school and community
buses) more effectively;
6. Creating a more sustainable freight network:
- focus on freight movement to ports and hubs and to connect key
manufacturing or distribution centres
(Stopher & Stanley 2014:317-319).

4.3 Impacts and difficulties in transport planning
Transportation has both positive and negative impacts. On one side it is essential to
economic and social progress but on the other side it contributes to big negative
environmental, social, and economic impacts. The European Environmental Agency
(2013) describes transportation systems to affect quality of life, such as road
accidents, noise, toxic air pollution, congestion, and climate change, local
environmental disturbance, land-take, social inequalities, and impacts affecting
ecosystem integration and biological diversity, which also directly affect human wellbeing and health (The European Environmental Agency 2013; in Gunmundsson et al.
2016).
Not only the more obvious effects with transportation are essential to consider in a
joint development towards sustainability. To be able to avoid ineffective planning
solutions a common strategy, target and stable planning conditions are critical.
Tornberg and Cars (2008) define the problem behind a coordinated transport and
urban planning as the difficulty to manage to get all the actors and systems to work
together, i.e. interoperate between different sections. It is therefore very important that
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both formal and informal planning conditions, in transport and urban planning, are
clarified. It is of high relevance that everyone uses the same discourses and meaning
with a specific topic or problem to make sure everyone understand the project, the
objectives and also each other when communicating. It is also relevant to clarify all
actors different interests in the project or development process so that no mistakes or
misunderstandings arise along the way and best solutions can be achieved (ibid.).

4.4 Collaborations as a necessity
In the term of European Territorial Cohesion, collaborations is described as an
essential goal and important pursue (Van Well 2012). Since current study is
concerning one specific cohesion policy with a direct linkage to transportation,
collaboration in the cohesion policies and in transportation sectors will more
specifically be the investigated area. Transportation plays an important role in the
European Union, both in the effort of strengthening the economic and social cohesion
and to cut regional and social gaps. It is therefore also important to gain collaboration
within the transportation sector (Deike 2003).
Looking at transport planning in the history, it has been governed by traffic engineers,
which led to a rational decision-making approach. This is a systematic way of
problem solving and highly structured and also data intensive way of planning, trying
to find the optimal solution on a problem or to maximize the achievements. This
structured way of planning has though come to show a lack of understanding inbetween decision makers (politicians) and the technical experts, but also a miss in
communication with the public and could therefore be a problematic approach
(Stopher & Stanley 2014). Learning from earlier mistakes has taught us that the best
way to find the optimal solution on problems concerning the public is to involve
people, decision makers and engineers in the same process. To achieve sustainable
development, and to be able to gain the wide array of environmental, social, and
economic development, issues need to be implicit and a holistic and integrative
approach is most important. “Integrated decision-making is the foundational principle
of sustainable development” (Dernbach 2003 in Gudmundsson et al. 2016:250). Since
sustainable transportation issues crosses governmental areas and economic activities,
an integrating approach is highly necessary (ibid.).

4.4.1 Added Value of Cross-Border Cooperation
Earlier studies on CBC have shown different experiences and outcomes and the
question of what these projects can generate in term of ‘added value’, is highly
relevant in the discussion. Added value can be understood in different ways from
different perspectives but are pointing at something ‘extra’ that have been extracted in
a process. Added value is often discussed from an economic perspective where, for
example, the profit of a product is the added value, i.e. when the cost has been
calculated from the price. In the context of cross-border and transnational cooperation
Bachtler and Taylor (2012:13) defines added value as “Something which has been
enabled or which would not have been done, without Community assistance” and
provides a categorization of the added values in cohesion policies into six groups.
These six approaches and types of added value are also commonly used in plan
documents and evaluations but are also referred to by involved actors in the Interreg
programs and politicians. These six groups (figure 6) include many types of added
values, from the smallest exchange of knowledge by project partners to broader
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organizational exchange and implementation of European policies and does also
provide a good overview of what these Interreg collaborations can and optionally do
result in.

Figure 6 Added value in Cohesion Policies. Theoretical source: Bachtler and Taylor 2012

These added values, which are able to gain from the CBC, would not have been
achieved without the collaboration, making this policy form highly necessary and the
added value interesting to evaluate and illustrate. In the context of Interreg
programmes, added value seeks to find new solutions to existing problems through
exchange of knowledge and experience (Van Well 2012).
In addition to these six different possible added values in CBC there are also values
such as confidence building, cross-sectorial ‘value added’ benefits and results and
also organisational learnings, development of new working methods, concrete tools
and guidelines such as best practice guides, discourse/similar definition of a word and
lessons in project management (Lähteenmäki-Smith & Dubois 2006). It is easy to see
the many possible added values a CBC may result in but the way to achieve these
values depends on many different situations and conditions. Good project
management skills are often referred to as key elements in projects but for the broad
partnerships, such as Interreg cooperation, this is not the only outcome but still critical
for the overall result. Since the learning objectives are of higher importance, values
such as internationalisation, partnerships (partners that are not used to work together),
and expertise development are more important. It is the process of the project that
individual members, in the transnational cooperation (TNC), learn the most from and
through this organisational learning often follows (ibid.).
By engaging many different stakeholders, authorities and actors at different levels of
the CBC, the cooperation becomes an important tool to generate added value for the
regional and local development. Actors in CBC are building cooperation with a
predominant goal of contributing to regional improvement in border regions and the
main idea is to equalise the differentias within and between EU‐regions and
countries, to find shared solutions for shared problems and to see potentials in
exchange and cooperation over the borders and to improve the integration. By doing
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this, the EU2020 strategy objectives for ‘smart, sustainable and inclusive growth’
should be fulfilled and the collaboration would lead to economic and social cohesion.

4.4.2 Learning Outcomes for Cross-Border Cooperation
The ‘learning outcomes’ for CBC are linked to the expected results and outcomes that
the cooperation aims at. The scope of the learning objectives in TNC is among other
things often related to specific geographical characteristics. “Certain regions
cooperate more on certain themes, and certain themes lend themselves better to
certain geographies of cooperation” (Colomb 2012:14). Regions that already are
quite similar, in terms of economy and development situation have favorable
possibilities and potentials to make good use of cohesion policies. On the other hand,
peripheral areas connected to the regions involved in progress could also benefit from
the collaboration policy and gain equal opportunities as the more developed areas and
cities. Another aspect is also that these less developed areas have good potentials
through CBC to learn from other more developed cities. “Cross‐border co‐operation
can be a successful strategy in fighting negative consequences of urbanisation and
centralisation, increasing trade and strengthening labour markets as well as
improving access to welfare services in peripheral regions” (Nordregio 2015:2). The
basic purpose of CBC is to get rid of the obstacle of borders and delete the borders
administrative, legal and physical barriers. A commonly, good, infrastructure and
public transportation can for example contribute to overcome the physical barriers and
reducing inequality in regulation and can facilitate cross-border mobility (ibid.). CBC
incorporates a broad range of development, ‘what works in one place doesn´t
necessarily work in one other’, and by letting local actors engage in local
development, the specific geographical requirements and situation is desired to be
raised. The geographical aspect is thereby seen as an important element and what
learning outcomes could be expected at the specific location at the specific time.
The learning objectives in CBC and TNC-projects depend on many different aspects
and situations for the specific project but also what the project incorporates and are
meant to contain. Van Well (2012) addresses four types of possible learning objectives
and outcomes in CBC and TNC-projects (figure 7), which all are elements stated as
important and desired in a project, by themselves or together.
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Figure 7 Possible outcomes from territorial cooperation projects. Theoretical source Van Well
2012

The objectives; organizational and policy learning, solution to common problems,
generating critical mass, and finally building structures for future territorial
cooperation, are all directed and relevant outcomes with a CBC. Even if a project
doesn´t experience all of them from the very beginning all four are highly present in
current Interreg program which aim is to find solutions to common challenges and to
create structures for cooperation and learning opportunities.

4.4.2.1 Learning opportunity, added value and knowledge generating
CBC has in many cases demonstrated a good opportunity for (policy) learning across
borders. Partners and participants in CBC have stated that the collaborations, in
almost every case, have resulted in the added value ‘increasing knowledge’ and all
projects are stated to have high learning potentials. Also ‘building structures for future
territorial cooperation’ such as facilitating upcoming projects and relationship over
the borders have been specified as highly important outcomes from the CBC by the
participants. Improved conditions for cooperation and extended exchange, increased
trade and commuting for work and pleasure have additionally been enabled by
infrastructural investments, such as the Öresund Bridge between Sweden and
Denmark, and other infrastructural investments have demonstrated important
priorities and developments (Van Well 2012).
The Interreg programmes wishes to generate a critical mass and result in territorial
added value and improve the living condition for the inhabitants (Nordregio 2015).
The collaborations are political projects provided by state, private and third-sector
actors and their targets are to gain benefit from collaboration initiatives in various
economic, social, environmental and political fields. “Through new forms of political
and economic interaction – both institutional and informal – it has been suggested
that greater cost-effectiveness in public investment can be achieved, economic
complementarities exploited, the scope for strategic planning widened and
environmental problems more directly and effectively addressed” (ibid.:12).
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One of the desired outcomes of CBC is achievements of a common understanding of
a problem, situation or the spatial planning as before was a more diverse or rare
outcome among the Member States. The common understandings, in relation to
Interreg programmes, are highly linked to the European spatial planning agenda (Moll
2002). The trans-national focus, to achieve the objectives, is also stated as important
and brings added value to a project, which might not have been achieved without the
collaboration. The processes might in some of the cases been taken place even
without the collaboration but then without the benefits of achieving the same added,
trans-national, value. Participants in CBC highlight the essential dimension of
regional development, which the programmes bring and are good for a broader
learning objective (Lähteenmäki-Smith & Dubois 2006).

4.4.2.2 Cross Border Cooperation and Polycentricity
In the structural fund programmes added value such as ‘foster territorial cohesion’ is
also highly desired and could be viewed from a spatial planning context. This area
covers a ‘polycentric development’ and is an important tool for EU to spread
European policies to regional and local actors (Lähteenmäki-Smith & Dubois 2006).
From the Interreg collaborations it is possible to see how the cooperation have
resulted in increased understanding and trust through and between partners but also
how the regions look at their own position in the European Union. Outcomes
identified in the Interreg cooperation are highly related to self-understanding that
emerges through learning, such as awareness and knowledge of polycentricity, but the
Interreg programmes have also served as an instrument and tool for spreading the EU
policy ideas and goals of sustainable development to regional and local actors and
have also contributed to how these actors identify themselves in the wide EU structure
(ibid.). The polycentric dimension is a thesis regarding the importance of having
many powerful centres, which the Interreg programme wish to achieve through
development in the whole region but with the focus on some specific nodes and key
investment areas, establishing essential regional cohesion and generate smart,
sustainable and inclusive growth. With the focus on and development of the TransEuropean Transport Network, TEN-T, and the multimodal corridor Nordic Triangle
development of an efficient, sustainable and competitive transport system by rail and
road from Oslo-Copenhagen and Stockholm, Interreg ÖKS, transport, show a high
focus on this polycentric development in the region. This cross-border infrastructure
project is very important in a European context and the Interreg ÖKS region includes
many important nodes and parts of the core network of the TEN-T (Interreg ÖKS
2016).
Actors involved in the Interreg-projects have shown an increased awareness of
polycentricity and this could therefore be seen as an indirect effect of engaging in an
Interreg-project. The awareness in connection to polycentric development is highly
evident when it comes to transport issues and the cooperation aspects. This makes the
added value important for current investigation and Interreg ÖKS programme with
specific focus on the thematic goal of transportation. “At the trans-national level, the
building of a common identity and of relations of trust is a good starting point for
future developments towards increased polycentricity at that level. The establishment
of constant co-operation patterns could actually be regarded as the first step in the
implementation of relational polycentricity” (Lähteenmäki-Smith & Dubois 2006:9).
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4.4.2.3 Generating alternative solutions and engaging the public
Interreg programmes have also been identified as instruments of engaging a ‘bottomup’ approach for a sustainable development and linkage between nations and regions
(Zonneveld 2005). CBC incorporates an integrated way of planning and is a policymeasurement and decision-making tool for achieving goals and targets with an
incorporated policy.
Interreg programmes and cooperation projects have good potential in developing new
alternative solutions of a specific problem since the collaboration process involves
new partners with new insights and experiences. This does also come with an
engagement of public and private partners engaging in community development and
planning processes that otherwise would be related to involvement by politicians. The
involvement brings also insight in the policy and decision-making process. Stopher
and Stanley (2014) states that “…providing a role for public participation is no more
then providing people with their right to be involved in decisions that affect them
and/or about which they are concerned”. Involving the public in transport projects
could for example provide new insights and help to identify needs, alternative
solutions and way of implementation that could bring added value to the entire
process. The Interreg ÖKS programmes are engaging many different actors in the
entire process, from the target development stage to the identification of
alternative/preferred solutions and adaptions (Interreg ÖKS 2015). This integrated
policy planning process does also encourage transparency and openness as a useful
tool to achieve an efficient transport policy.

4.5 Cross-Border Cooperation – challenges and potentials
Crossing borders could be viewed both as bridges and barriers. Even if many studies
show big potentials of CBC resulting in added value such as shared knowledge and
experiences, studies also show many obstacles and difficulties in achieving
cooperation. Even the evaluation of CBC is difficult to manage since the programmes
tend to results in soft, qualitative, values. This kind of result is hard to quantify and
more often evaluated as something positive, progressive and productive but not
measurable. “What is measured is what matters” (Gudmundsson et al. 2016:3). The
validation has therefore become a problem for Interreg programmes and other similar
projects and have gained critique for not resulting in ‘real’, valuable, values.
Despite the difficulties in evaluating Interreg projects the collaborations have many
other barriers, illustrated below, which could be related to both formal and informal
structures. These potential barriers are some examples of what could be perceived as
barriers with taking part in a CBC and they are also example of risks current study
and the Interreg programme has to take into consideration.
•

Different cultural divisions – since project partners are from different
regions and countries the cultural diversity in both society but also in the
organisations are sometimes very evident and an obstacle for cooperation

•

Language – cooperation over national borders implies linguistic differences
which could cause problems when these parties must cooperate
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•

Organisation and working experiences – difficulties could here arise both
due to different nations but also due to different institutions and policies. A
university could for example be used to work in one way while a private
organisation are working in an other way, and this could lead to a clash

•

Legislations and development strategies – working over national borders
does also imply different legislations and development strategies, which
particularly is an issue for transport planning stretching over regions, nations
and administrative border

•

Past conflicts – barrier could arise if partners/nations in the cooperation have
had conflicts in the past and still find it hard to cooperate

•

Exclusion – barriers could arise for those who are excluded in the
programmes and can´t be incorporated in the cooperation
(Nordregio 2015).
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5 The way to achieve the satisfied results
“The movement of people, goods, ideas, and information has been fundamental to the
development of society and remains so today. The development of transportation
technologies over the centuries has revolutionized the scale over which these
movements have occurred (Geels 2002). Shipping, canals, bicycles, railways, motor
vehicles, and aircraft have each in turn had a significant impact on economic and
social progress (Cowie 2010). These changes in the means and speed of movement
have also been driven by and have driven changes to the systems of production and
consumption that we see today” (Gudmundsson et al. 2016:52).
Based on presented data in the background and theoretical chapters it can be
concluded that we today are highly dependent on a well-established and welldeveloped transportation system. We need transport to reach places, people, goods
and services, to gain exchange, support consumption and production, and as a
foundation for a continued economic growth. We need transportation to come closer
to things but also to get rid of the unwanted (Gudmundsson 2015-09-14). But the
current living standard has increased at the expense of our resources and has resulted
in a raised concern for the environment and a finite planet. At the same time as the
world’s population is growing the overall global car- and transport users are
increasing in number. We know that our living style is polluting and impoverishing
the world in an unsustainable way by growing, developing and consuming finite
resources. To be able to manage the alarming facts a shift of behaviour is a must and
we have to find ways and solutions enabling a sustainable development.
The referred Interreg programme, V ÖKS Transportation, has recognised those future
challenges and to deal with the worrying situation one of the most efficient ways is to
cooperate over the borders (Interreg ÖKS 2015). To tackle the cross-border
challenges, Interreg ÖKS addresses the European targets, which focus on efforts and
promotes collaboration between different national and international stakeholders in
order to find new ways to deal with complex situations and ways of cooperating
towards more sustainable solutions. The Interreg V ÖKS collaboration extends over
both national and international borders. These types of collaboration projects have
been stated as highly important both in a national and international context and also
for the environment, sustainable transportation and our future. This chapter aims to
provide an explanation of the different methods used to obtain the research target and
following questions:
•
•

How could collaboration projects in the transportation sector contribute
to a sustainable development?
Why do actors in the transportation sector not fully use the funding
possibilities this Interreg program provides?

The two selected research methods have been combined with each other in order to
gain a holistic perspective. This chapter brings up these connections and by building
on the founding of the theory, show why and how collaboration projects are
important. Data from the interviews have strengthened the analysis but also
communicated added valuable insights and clarified required information needed in
order to be able to answer the research question in the analysis. The answer from the
interviews will be presented in this chapter and as mentioned in the methodology
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chapter the three different categories is: Category 1 – actors applied for Interreg ÖKS
subsidy before but not for this specific period, Category 2 – actors involved in an
Interreg V ÖKS project during current period, Category 3 – actors that have never
applied for Interreg ÖKS subsidy.

5.1 Environmental Adjustment – a call for change
Sustainable development calls for something to be changed. The word proposes a
shift away from something, a development, that has to be done different then it is
done today. This shift has in many studies, planning documents and governmental
goals been appointed as a shift towards broader collaborations. Just like the
environmental problems stretch over geographic borders it does also require crossborder solutions. A shared solution to common problems has therefore become a prior
topic both for politicians and organisations but also for the public (Oxford Research
2008).
Current Interreg programme describes sustainable development as the foundation for
the entire programme and it is the horizontal criterion visible in all levels of the
programme, process and project development. Even if concerned regions, within the
Interreg programme, have different preconditions and potentials, they have the same
principle to address climate threat throughout the whole project implementation.
Greenhouse gas emissions are one of the largest global environmental problems, and
it is strongly related to the transport sector. As brought up in the theory, the ÖKS
region has good potentials to develop into a more environmental friendly region.
Through cross-border cooperation, there is a good potential for the different areas and
their specific strengths and weaknesses to be developed and improved, within the
objectives of sustainable development. Especially by measures and advantages in the
transportation sector it is obvious to see how emissions can be reduced and the
negative environmental impacts decrease (City of Copenhagen 2014). But the
programmes and initiatives have also gained critic. Dahl (2014) provides an
assumption stating that this type of projects, built on new innovation and technics, to
be just ‘growth covered in green’. This criticism is based on a doubtful view of one
universal master plan, one commonly used solution, that should suit all locations.
Dahl states that growth might not be the universal solution for all areas. In addition
focus on regional development and growth within a specific location has also been
criticized for resulting in bad conditions for smaller rural areas (ibid.). The criticism
includes a concern for a removed focus from smaller societies, in benefit of growth
and prosperity in only the core zones and big cities, which will develop into an
impoverishment of the smaller cities. If these areas are not being prioritised and gain
investments they will most likely experience a decreased development (Jonsson 201301-24). This situation is also concerned by one of the respondents in interview 3
addressing growth in a specific region as irrational. Environmental questions and
transportations concern the public and should thereby also be developed for the
public. In addition this assumption builds up on the belief that projects supplying
sustainable development should supply an overall development and not just
advantages in one region (Interview 3).
In response to the criticism the Interreg programme and its documents have a clear
target towards projects engaging in the collaboration and development of the ÖKS
region's strengths and weaknesses, in the specific location, and aims at learning from
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each other in order to grow in a sustainable way (Interreg IV A ÖKS 2008). It is
essential that the projects promote the specific area where the project is carried out.
This is clarified in the Interreg V ÖKS programme where the programme formulation,
goals and targets are developed in accordance with both global, regional and local
action plans. This concern is also addressed in interview 4 with the programme writer.
The concern is here responded by providing the intentions in investment priorities 3.2
that directly promotes mobility for small and medium-sized transport areas through
connecting secondary and tertiary nodes with multimodal hubs (Interview 4). Despite
the concern addressed by interviewed actor in category 3, the respondent does also
see values in CBC but clarifies that greater advantages could be obtained if the
projects were focused on a broader perspective of development (Interview 3). Cankar
et al. (2014) address this concern and states that the challenge is to recognise the
different ways in which governments are able to teardown or create borders. In the
context of CBC this could be understand as depending on how governments choose to
define and use the definition of a development process, actors has to follow in this
desired footsteps.
As indicated by the answers in category 2 of the interviews, CBC can result in
transfer of best practice. Experience and new knowledge can be shared and may also
result in holistic learning for more than just the ones involved in the project and their
specific locations. Category 2 further states this learning potential as being good even
in a local context. By a wide focus and regional perspective, project participants can
learn from the best practical examples and adopt these into the local context. By
learning in a broad context and adopting into local settings, a huge added value can be
favouring both smaller actors and the public in that specific location (Interview 2).
Cankar et al. (2014) does also state the CBC to be important objectives for growth
and development in the entire region. Similar to the transportation sector, stated as an
important factor for economic growth, CBC in itself does also play a similar
important role, which also has been stated as economically good for smaller, local,
actors. This view is also similar to the one brought up by actor in category 2 stating
the many good effects with CBC and how the collaborations gives meaning to the
whole regions. This view does also incorporate the view of CBC to contribute to more
attractive regions and strengthening competitiveness.
The power of CBC and it´s purpose is to eliminate barriers and to help to overcome
structural weaknesses (Cankar et al. 2014). This is also brought up as a strength in one
of the interviews in category 3 which recognized Interreg ÖKS as a way to work with
other actors, spreading knowledge and be part of a broader network enabling work
over administrative borders. Even if these actors haven’t been participating in this
specific Interreg ÖKS programme many of the respondents view the collaboration as
a huge agglomeration factor and a way to gain, share and use knowledge brought
from a wide range of stakeholders and professionals (Interview 3). Additional
respondents from both category 1 and 2 state the specific regional view as of highly
value. This since in many cases the project would not have been prioritised without
Interreg ÖKS, or at least not with this specific regional focus.
Working together for sustainable development and becoming an attractive region is
essential and an important objective of the entire Interreg ÖKS programme according
to the programme writer (Interview 4). With the help of the programme the ÖKS
region wishes to become a more attractive region with good communication/mobility
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and more commuting. The aim is to remove bottlenecks and overcrowdings and help
to develop small and medium sized harbours and cities. While developing competitive
regions the programme also intends to develop alternative, low carbonised ways of
transportation.
To be able to achieve goals for a sustainable development and to gain wide
perspectives of the planning dimension, CBC have been stated as a valuable and vital
policy process by many of the involved actors from the interviews. The result from
the interviews demonstrate the capability of the CBC projects to result in valuable
developments within a big geographical region and overcoming sectorial practice.
The CBC is described by many of the interviewees as: ‘enabling a solution for how to
reach a target by enriching the project with a wider context, knowledge and enabling a
broader impact’. Category 2 describes the CBC project as a way to give the project a
new dimension that would not have been possible without the cooperation (Interview
2).

5.2 Difficulties and Barriers with Cross-Border Cooperation
Many different barriers have been identified with and within CBC and in the
connection to transportation. Barriers as obstacles for cooperation, describe something
negative. It is referred to as an activity or measure disabling free movement of people,
capital, products and ideas (Cankar et al. 2014). The most apparent barrier in CBC is
the administrative/legislative aspect, according to the literature review and also the
interviews. Below follows a description of identified barriers and obstacles in the
CBC, categorised in three categories, and how they are perceived by the respondents;
Category 1
“Hard to get partners”, “timing for all involved have to match – could be an
obstacle”, “very hard for small companies to participate”, “extremely
administratively burdensome”/ “too much administrative requirements”, “too
narrow focus on Interreg specified targets and no broader attention to/or space to
recognize each municipality´s need, that shall be part of the co-financing” (Interview
1).
Category 2
“The co-financing is problematic and an obstacle for the entire programme – so
much other costs you can’t count in and if you are not used to work in CBC it could
be difficult”, “inconvenient much administrative”, “the co-financing is an obstacle
for smaller actors and projects and the regulations may seem bureaucratic”, “some
projects doesn´t work - like unique conditions that doesn´t work over borders”, “very
regulated”, “cost coverage in Interreg projects is poor and doesn´t reflect actual
costs and makes it unattractive to all organizations that are not publicly funded”,
“appears relatively bureaucratic” (Interview 2).
Category 3
“Very administrative”, “actors don´t exactly know about the programme”, “doesn´t
reach out to actors – could be done in a more efficient way and maybe broaden the
thematic area to suite other actors”, “the content and area could be hard to ‘fit in’”,
“the financial part/replacement part”, “organization, how to do it” (Interview 3).
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Evident from the interviews is the fact that all three categories find the administrative
burden and the financial part as highly problematic and are often referred to as the
biggest problem. Some exceptions are to be found in category 2 where some of the
participants’ can´t see either the administrative or the financial part as a burden and
states that the project works perfectly well for them. Even some differences are able
to see from the responses. It is for example possible to make the conclusion that
category 1 finds it difficult to converge projects partners and thinks that the Interreg
programme has a too big focus on broad (national, international and EU) goals, while
category 3 again states the lack of knowledge as a barrier to attract actors in the first
place. Category 3 does also state the programme formulation as too strict making it
hard to suite their own targets.
Other studies on CBC have also shown difficulties such as:
•
•
•
•

Linguistic –different language can be seen as a barrier
Culture/history and different interest – could be a obstacle for collaboration if
different project participants are used to a specific way of working
Political situation and national/regional goals and regulations – an obstacle to
initiate and implement projects
Human resources – due to financial requirements, hard to find joint projects
(Hörnström & Tepecik Diş 2013).

In situations when actors have to work over borders, geographical or administrativeorganisational, this could result in problematic situations and imply various
difficulties in the CBC. Different stakeholders could for example look at interactions
in different ways and the linguistic and cultural differences can sometimes be too
burdensome and make the project easier to maintain one by one. The differences
within and between industry and organisations can be as difficult and problematic as
the more obvious caused by for example national boundaries (Hörnström & Tepecik
Diş 2013). Most organisations, private or public sectors, institutes or industries are
somehow used to work in a specific way and those informal norms and roles can
sometimes be very hard to overcome. It is therefore highly important that the Interreg
programme addresses this challenges to be able to overcome them.

5.2.1 Cooperation – an integrated planning
Achieving integrated planning requires cooperation between many different actors
and with different actors involved the definition and understanding of the strategy and
its goals becomes very critical. As diverse areas of knowledge will be combined with
various stakeholder values, attitudes and discourses there is a great risk that the
outcome is affected. The European Commission defines integrated Planning of traffic
and urban planning as "planning which aims to overcome barriers" (European
Commission 2003:20). This definition is stated by the EU Commission as the
objectives for the Interreg programme but is also similar to the specific Interreg
programmes own definition. The differences in the discourse and meaning with the
definition is that the Commission wants to overcome barriers and achieve a more
united Europe, while the Interreg programme emphasizes the importance of a more
local/regional development.
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On the question of what Interreg programmes can bring, actor in category 1 states the
wider view of planning and achievements as highly relevant. The Interreg programme
allows discretions and creates possibilities to ‘work outside the box’. These
opportunities, following with an Interreg project, do both imply a more open approach
within the internal bureaucracy but also at a political and regional level (Interview 1).
Many problems cannot be solved ‘on their own’ and it is now more clear than ever
that regions must work together to be able to solve current and future problems
(European Commission 2011). Holmberg and Knutsson (2008) means that the
cooperation is essential and to achieve The Sustainable City cooperation within
transportation is a must requiring focus on the environment, infrastructure and
transport areas. The transport policy objectives established in Sweden are closely
linked to both environmental and regional policy objectives. The ambition is to
promote development and remove differences within the regions by developing
accessible, egalitarian, transport for all. Sustainable transport policy is thus highly
relevant for achieving the environmental objectives and a prerequisite for future
development (ibid.).
“The main aim of cross border cooperation is to reduce the negative effects of
borders as administrative, legal and physical barriers, tackle common problems and
exploit untapped potential. Through joint management of programmes and projects,
mutual trust and understanding are strengthened and the cooperation process is
enhanced” (European Commission 2014). Respondent in category one also indicates
this potential for CBC to overcome barriers. From the interview it is clear to see this
possible outcomes and achievements with the programme that states the potentials to
by an Interreg programme overcome for example administrative borders (Interview
1).

5.3 Found values in the Cross-Border Collaborations
From the theory, four types of possible added values and learning objectives in CBC
were addressed: Organisational and policy learning, Solution to a common problem,
Generating critical mass and Building structures for future territorial cooperation.
These values were also addressed by the respondents in the interviews. The
respondents were asked if, and how, they view added values in the CBC and in the
Interreg ÖKS cooperation programme. Table 1 (below) summarizes the findings from
the interviews categorised in the four possible ‘added values’, presented through the
three interview-categories; ‘actors applied before but not now’ and ‘actors applied
during this period’, and ‘relevant actors never applied’. The answers were categorised
accordingly since there could be possible diverse answers in the different groups,
which could be of interest for current research investigation.
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Table 1 Actors view on Added Value in the Interreg collaboration Source: Appendix 1,2 &3

Organisational
and policy
learning

Solution to a
common problem

Generating
critical mass

Building
structures for
future territorial
cooperation

Category 1

Yes, in
understanding how
other works but not
in the sense that they
adapt and change.

Yes, by CBC you
achieve better insight
and finding shared
solutions

X

Category 2

Yes, but just in the
sense of gaining an
understanding of
what works for
others, gain insight
but organisations and
partners are very
different so also hard
to change the
organisation and
adopt from others or
change. Only one can
view a possible
organisational
learning in the future
but hard to state now.
Yes, in the sense that
some actors (private
organisations) never
work alone and
always together with
others. View a
situation from
someone else
viewpoint, work over
administrative
borders but not
necessarily adopting
other organisational
and policies.

Yes, give insight in
others situation of
the same issue.
Projects that hadn´t
been running without
Interreg. Gives an
opportunity to deal
with common
problems that exist
everywhere, like
traffic jam and
pollution.

Yes, in the sense
that together you
create more then
you are doing
alone (2+2=5).
And since the
project brings you
closer to actors in
the same area it
generates a
critical mass

Better insight does
also result in
broader and longer
learning, projects
resulting in many
new things and
achieves big effects
Yes cooperation
and contacts will
last longer then the
project and the
programme opens
up opportunities for
future cooperation
and collaboration.
Gives a strong
contact network.

Yes, a way to find
solutions on
sustainable
development/transpo
rt, which is a cross
border concern. A
broader network
dealing with a
common situation.

X

Category 3

Yes, always
looking for and are
open for
collaborations and
it comes with
positive values. The
contact network
these CBC brings
opens up for new
collaborations and
knowledge
spreading.

The summary in table1 shows that all respondents can see some kind of added value
with CBC. In nearly all four types of possible added values, all three categories of
respondents mention one or more objectives. It is just the added value ‘generating
critical mass’ where an absence of response is noticeable.
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5.4 The situation today
The study aims to gain an understanding of why the collaboration programme,
Interreg V ÖKS and the thematic goal of transportation, lack project participants,
even though many social, economical and environmental gains can be obtained.
Compared to last Interreg ÖKS period (2007-2013), which had fourteen projects
running, current programme period has only tree on-going projects. To answer this
research question and come closer to a more narrative view of the stakeholders, one of
the questions asked to the respondents was regarding their view upon this situation.
Why, according to their opinion, this programme period lacks participants. As shown
in table 2, all three categories of the interviewed actors claim the administrative and
the co-financing burden as the main obstacle for actors to engage in an Interreg
project. The subsidy doesn´t cover up for the administrative burden in the Interreg
programme, according to one actor in category 1. In the same category, another actor
describes that the 50% subsidy doesn’t cover 50% of the total cost of a project. The
organisations and actors claim that they are contributing with so much more than what
they are allowed to count as a cost according to the Interreg statements and this is a
huge problem for many actors. Some projects might find subsidy and financial
support by other funds willing to finance up to 100% of the total sum. This poor cost
coverage does also make the Interreg ÖKS projects unattractive for actors that are not
publicly funded (Interview 1). Table 2 also shows that there are some differences
within the answers from the three categories. For example, category 1 states the
emphasis on European strategies and targets, which are included in the programme
description, is an obstacle for non-national authorities. This narrow focus on EU-goals
and development strategies does not relate to the actor’s actual interests and is not
taking the stakeholders focus areas into consideration. This could be a barrier for
actors who otherwise would be relevant participants to apply since their project
objectives suits the Interreg objectives but the project does not necessary have the
required broader perspective and EU connection.
Another difference in the various answers is found in category 3, stating the lack of
knowledge about the Interreg-programme as the main concern and reason to why the
application numbers are low. Category 3 states that actors might know about
European Structural Fund programmes but not in detail. These stakeholders do not
know how to apply, for what reason and for which objectives. Without this
information, or even without the knowledge about the existence of the programme,
the stakeholders will probably not even seek for the subsidy that otherwise could have
been target groups for the programme. “If you don’t know about something, you can’t
attend it” (Interview 3).
Some of these alarming facts and barriers within the programme were also brought up
by the programme writer who states that the quite narrow objectives, for the Interreg
programme, can result in less freedom to develop a project in ‘their own way’, which
could be a hinder for the development of both projects and participants. This could be
one of the explanations to why the programme suffers from low number of
application (Interview 4). The programme writer also states that when the Interreg
programme was formulated, the intention was that the programme should result in
some big infrastructural projects, ‘a project that is making headlines’, connected to
the prioritised TEN-T link. The first two investment priorities in the thematic goal
transport description are highly connected to this desired development. “Having said
that, the investment priority 3.3 focusing on sustainable transportation, innovative
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solutions and new technology and would be used by and suite for a broader group”
(Interview 4). The programme writer claims that the Interreg ÖKS after all can be of
interest for companies since they gain an advantage and a way into relevant networks.
So, the quite complicated structure and design requirements of the Interreg
programme could be a barrier for actors to participate, especially for small companies
and actors, according to the programme writer. Another obstacle, as brought up in the
interviews, for gaining a broad range of actors to participate in the programme is the
already set goals. Having the programme formulation and structure already set makes
the programme angled in a way that might be hard to fit a range of actors.
Table 2 Why actors don’t apply for projects in current Interreg programme, thematic goal
Transport Source: Interview 1,2 &3

Category 1

Category 2

Category 3

The difficult process is hard for
small companies

The co-financing is an obstacle,
and even bigger for smaller
actors and projects to participate.

Lack of knowledge of the
programme!

Extremely administratively
burdensome

The regulations are too
bureaucratic/too administrative
heavy

Organisation of a project, how to
manage

Too great demand on the
projects to solve higher goals
and interests of Interreg, not
taking into account each
municipality´s need

5.4.1 Learning objectives for the future
The material from the interviews show that some important improvements are
necessary in order to gain more participants in the programme. All three categories
point to the administrative burden as a huge obstacle to participate in the programme.
This hinder could preferentially be considered and actions taken. The very
bureaucratic and regulated procedures take too much time according to respondents in
category 3 and if this would become easier involvements could be facilitated.
According to one of the respondents too much of administration might inhibits
creativity, which is negative for the development (Interview 3). Respondents in
category 2 say that if you are not used to work in a CBC, Interreg ÖKS is not an easy
programme. A respondent in category 2 also states that other funding alternatives may
be more easy and suitable for many actors (Interview 2).
All respondents do also mention the co-funding as problematic and an obstacle for the
entire programme to gain participants. This is especially problematic for smaller
actors, or as mentioned by category 2, hard for the organisations that are not publicly
funded to contribute. To understand what could be improved in order to make the
Interreg programme better suitable for the actors, the respondents were asked about
their opinions and what proposals for improvements of the programme to gain more
attention and participants. For Interreg ÖKS to gain an increased involvement in the
programme, it could be easy seen from the interviews that, the financial part is
critical. Respondents in category 3 also express a desire for the Interreg to help with,
or find solutions to, the financial part. The financial gains have to be high enough to
make a broader range of actors to participate. Interreg could for example encourage
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more local partners to work together, or find a framework/form, like where actors
could apply for the co-funding.
What is also observed from the interviews within the three categories is the desire to
incorporate the concerned actors within the entire programme development and
procedures and make the programme more suitable for the actual target group.
Respondents in category 2 state for example that the programme is today more
oriented towards bigger infrastructural investments and is not so well adapted for
smaller projects. Increased interest for the programme might be obtained if also
smaller projects were encouraged. Considering this aspect, respondents in category 1
state that the programme formulation is not suitable to all municipalities’ and
organisations’ actual needs and interests, but more focused on the Interreg targets. If
this is changed in the future it could create a bigger interest and probably also result in
more applications (Interview 1). Respondents in category 3, in addition to the two
others, give examples of how to broaden the thematic area to better reach out to actors
and suit their interests and they state that the contents of the programme have to suit
the actor’s agenda and interest to apply. “There has to be an opening somewhere”
(Interview 3). It is also stated that the programme should support all over
developments and not just development in a specific region or place since
transportation covers a broad area and cant’ focus only restricted areas.
Respondents in category 2 also clarify that the programme, as it looks today, is more
suitable for actors that already have an equal development (in form of economic and
social well-being). It is maybe not so suitable for actors at different levels of
development which also could benefit from support (Interview 2).
The last concern brought up especially by respondents in category 3 is the lack of
knowledge about Interreg ÖKS. The Interreg programme has, according to category
3, to reach out in a better way and communicate both the contents and the progress.
The programme writer also states the difficulties with a strict and narrow programme
formulation and says that in the future it could be good to involve relevant actors
already within the programme formulation so that the programme would better suit
those stakeholders who actually are the ones the programme directs to. One way to
reach out to more actors and gain more applicants is also for the Interreg programme
to be more visible, according to the programme writer. For example, by engagement
in different transportation events and exhibitions would make more actors aware
about the programme and by also gain more applicants. Also recognised in the
interview is a need for more meeting point where organisations from the different
regions can get together which hopefully also would led to more collaboration
projects. Another factor brought up, and to be taken into consideration, is the
complexity of the programme reporting. The programme writer see also a connection
to low application numbers and high bureaucratic administration, especially for small,
non-governmental companies but does not state any specific action plan.
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6 Discussion
Through empirics, current study purposes to illustrate the problematic situation
Interreg V ÖKS is facing with very few numbers of actors applying for project
subsidy in the thematic goal transportation. The problem is studied through theories
on collaboration but also in the context of sustainable transportation since this is the
holistic perspective in which the current Interreg V ÖKS transportation programme
has to in-cooperate in all levels of the programme. Sustainable transportation was
explored based on a broad literature review and defined from the comprehensive
definitions on sustainable development. This investigation is based on some common
definitions of sustainable transportation, which constitutes the base for the
investigation of different stakeholder´s perspective of CBC. To be able to achieve
future improvements and a more sustainable transportation it is vital to provide a
common definition to work as a pillar. The investigation has subsequently been
performed through the methods presented in chapter 2, document analysis and
interviews with key actors. The background in chapter 3 provides a contextual
explanation of the Interreg programme and Structural Funds while the theoretical
background enriches the perspective and provides a description and framework for the
specific investigation and the Interreg programme. Through the interviews, relevant
actors opinion on CBC was gained and their perspective was related to theories and
previous studies on CBC. The use of scientific research and qualitative interviews
with experts in the transportation sector have further enriched this study. It is also a
suitable method to be able to answer the specific research questions requiring a
narrative understanding. This chapter will provide the discussion of the results and
compare the different findings from the study with theory and earlier studies on
collaboration and sustainable development. Based on the research some suggestions
for improvements have also been identified.
The study has shown that cooperation and integrated planning are required to achieve
the goals of a sustainable development. The theoretical analysis demonstrates this
request both from an international perspective and from a more regional or local level
stating collaboration projects as highly relevant for a sustainable development. The
Policy Strategy has been identified as a desired solution to achieve CBC and thereby a
smart, sustainable and inclusive growth and development. A majority of the material
analysed in this study has indicated a desire to further develop and extend
collaboration projects. Yes, there are authors who criticize collaboration projects,
within the transportation sector. They argue that the subsidy and projects only are
promoting growth and not sustainability and that this development is impoverishing
smaller peripheral areas. Both concerns are highlighted in the empirical data and are
possible to address in the programme documents stating the CBC to be about green
development for everyone. By this the Interreg documents addresses the possible
issue through stating in their documents that the development and projects should
build on all three dimensions of sustainability. Later it can be debatable whether the
program meets these goals or not but this seems to be a more subjective debate and
can be discussed whether this affect stakeholder participation or not.
The theoretical analysis also showed that the desired progress towards sustainable
transportation calls for action, different from what is done today. Since many of the
environmental impacts are related to transportation it is important to improve and
shift current transportation network. Interreg V ÖKS has addressed this issue by the
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focus on the thematic goal of transportation, directly connected to the EUcommissions 11 investment priorities. This thematic objective has also been
considered important according to almost all of the concerned regions and also
addressed by the respondents in the interview as a requirement for a sustainable
development. Development towards, and projects promoting, sustainable
transportation could therefore be stated as the shared vision of future development.
The added values, presented in the theory and stated as desired achievements in a
CBC, were also addressed by the respondents in the interviews. Presented as expected
achievements in the literature they are similar to the respondent´s expectations on
what the collaboration projects should bring in form of added values. What though
could be noticed as a difference is the lack of respondents who mentioned the added
value ‘generating critical mass’. This might be because of a lack of understanding of
the content of this specific added value since no one found it to be contradictory.
Possible to conclude from almost all the investigations in this study is the demand for
collaboration, in the transportation sector, to be able to achieve sustainable
development and transportation. Cooperation might therefore be seen as the
hegemonic perceptions of future development. But since current study is investigating
why there is a lack of actors applying for subsidy in one of these collaboration
initiatives, Interreg V ÖKS, the hegemonic might not be that easy as it seems. A lack
between the theoretical view and the practical case is a possible explanation. To
summarize some of the conclusions from the investigation some important key
findings are:
•
•
•
•
•

Transportation stretches over national and international borders
Globalisation-, growth- and urbanisation trends result in increased
transportation demand
Need for action to reduce the impact of transport
Demand for solutions which involves all relevant actors
Demand for a common development and responsibility

To be able to move forward and gain understandings of the lack of participating
actors, current study has identified some important differences in the results. One
conclusion able to draw is that both earlier studies and the qualitative interviews
indicate certain barriers and obstacles making it difficult to engage in a CBC.
According to the interviews, the biggest problem of engaging in a CBC is the
administrative burden and the financial requirement. This has been mentioned in all
three categories of interviews and does certainly seem to be an obstacle for actors to
apply. Furthermore, different explanations and other purposes on what it is that makes
it difficult to participate in a project are found within the three different categories.
Respondents in category 1, which are actors that participated in an earlier Interreg
project but not in current, state the programme has too high expectations on the
participating actors and organisations to achieve broad European goals and targets,
not taking the specific stakeholders desire and attentions into account. In contrast,
respondents in category 3, actors that could be relevant for this Interreg programme
but has never applied, state the lack of knowledge as a big obstacle to involve. This
concern incorporates both the lack of awareness of the whole programme but also a
lack of understanding of how to participate. These differences in the categories and
responses could depend on the different preconditions and how much insight they had
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in the programme. In addition to this is the answers in category 2, actors involved in
project during current Interreg period, where the respondents often confirmed how
well the programme suits them and how perfect this subsidy is for achieving their
targets. This answer could be related to the fact that these respondents have
‘succeeded’ in having an on-going project and now benefit from the advantages.
In the literature review some other obstacles in the cross-border collaborations have
been addressed as potential objectives affecting the number of participating actors.
These are divided into formal and informal structures where the first concerns
structures in the different organisation making it hard to cooperate with other
organisations. This could be rules and regulations within the nation, organisation,
NGO or the private organisation, which are too strict or too different and inhibits
possible collaborations. The informal structures relate to perceived conditions and
differences and could for example be cultural and linguistic differences. These are in
many ways important but since they are hardly mentioned by the interviewed
respondents the objectives will in this investigation not be recognized as a dominant
reason for why actors don’t apply for the subsidy in the first place. The informal
structures are rather viewed as barriers and conflicts arising within the individual
projects and could lead to suboptimal solutions in a project. The obstacles found in
the literature review are mostly about differences such as language, culture or
breaking down barriers occurring when national or organisational situations are very
different. Since the ÖKS region already has quite similar development, with similar
language and culture, this Interreg V ÖKS programme is more about exploiting these
different opportunities already existing in the area and learn from each other and not
about breaking down barriers.
Since this investigation aims to answer the research question and thereby enable
coming projects to be able to reach the right actors in a most efficient way and gain
more participants, the study has also focused on improvements and achievements.
From the material in the interviews some conclusions have been drawn, i.e. the
respondents stated that it is important to make the programme more suitable for the
actors and also to involve more participating actors. As brought up earlier it is stated
as objective for improvements (additionally). Suggested in all three categories are:
1. Easier administrative demands,
2. Better ways to solve the financial part and maybe finding solutions for more
co-finance and making it possible to include more costs under this aims.
3. Incorporate different actors in the transportation sector within the whole
process of developing the programme goal and formulation so this will suit the
actors targets better and become more appropriate with their purpose.
Two of these suggestions, point 1 and 3, also match the development potentials stated
by the programme writer interviewed in the study:
-

Involving relevant actors already during the programme formulation phase
Increasing the awareness and promoting the programme, by for example
reaching out to industry associations, engaging in different transportation
events and exhibitions
Reducing the complexity of the programme reporting
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Though the actors state the co-financial part as highly important this concern is hardly
not mentioned by the programme writer. The only time this is mentioned in the
interview is in comparison with other structural fund programmes that have another
setup and possibility to provide a higher financial subsidy not possible for current
Interreg ÖKS programme to offer.
Also while discussing ideas for improvements in the Interreg programme, it is
possible to find some differences within the three different categories of interviews.
Category 2 for example state that the Interreg programme today suits well for actors
that already have a similar development phase but does not suit well for actors in a
different development phase or position. For example the ‘knowledge exchange’
meant to arise within CBC projects suit actors with similar development but might not
suit actors being at different development phase or knowledge level. The differences
might risk to result in a situation where one part is learning and one is just teaching.
However, according to the actor in category 2 this could be elaborated and in the
future be done different so actors with different opportunities and preconditions can
learn from each other. As mentioned by the programme writer, and category 3; by
better spreading the knowledge of the Interreg programme more projects and applying
actors could be reached.
To conclude, it is clear to see that collaborations are essential in order to achieve and
fulfil the goal of a sustainable development. Greener, less polluting transportation
modes and energy efficient solutions for the whole transportation network have been
described as a requirement for this development. In addition, in order to achieve set
goals, innovative cross-border solutions are a must. In order to answer why actors in
the transportation area not fully use the possibilities that the present Interreg
programme provides, this study has investigated and identified some general
perceptions. The conclusions are compared to statements by the respondents.
However, the conclusions (below) are only from the interviews and not compared to
statements from the literature review. This because the aim of the investigation is to
gain insight in further improvements, and for the Interreg programme to be able to
generate more participating actors. Consequently, the specific actors point of view are
of key importance.
•

•

•

Actors find the programme too administrative burdensome and would like to
see easier administrative requirements that does not take as much time as it
does today
The financial part is too low and too restricted and for incorporating more
actors it could be an good idea to provide alternatives for co-funding or
changing the regulations for what is accepted to incorporate in the calculation
The Interreg programme has not succeeded in reach out to relevant actors so
for the future to attract more applicants to the Interreg programme has to come
in contact with this different actors in different ways

The findings from this investigation are here stated as rather concrete but while
looking into the empirical part in more detail even more possible improvements for
the Interreg programme can be identified. These conclusions are rather different from
each other depending on which interviewed category it belongs to and if it is a
statement from the literature or could be seen as general conclusions. So, it can be
concluded that there still exists more assumptions and alternative solutions for future
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progress of the programme. However, these are not generally accepted conclusions
and are therefore just brought up separately as examples.
One relevant finding is that many different cross-border regulations and planning
levels have to be crossed to achieve a joint development, with cooperation to achieve
a sustainable development. However, today, transportation planning is managed
nationally, regionally or even at a local level making it hard to fully extend the
collaborations. A proposal for future planning and development could therefore be to
foster even broader collaboration projects. This could for examples incorporate a
joint, cross-border, plan with rules and regulations stretching over different
administrative and geographical borders. Global targets might also need joint
planning documents. But this is a question aimed to be directed to politicians and not
by the specific structural funds or the transportation actors. Other suggestions for
further research on this topic could also be addressed. What not have been done in
this study is for example to investigate these additional ideas for possible
improvements. Further studies could investigate if those assumptions are possible to
achieve, to which extent and at which costs. This study indicates possibilities of
change and improvements which in itself hints on further studies.
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7 Conclusions
The conclusions from this investigation consist of assumptions on why collaboration
projects are good from a sustainable development perspective. The investigation also
provides assumptions of why the specific Interreg programme has not gained enough
actors participating in the projects during current period. Many similarities, but also
differences, have been identified in the research material and by using a combination
of research methods valuable conclusions have been drawn. Both the material from
the literature study and the findings from the interviews indicate an increased demand
for joint solutions on common problems related to transportation. It has been
concluded that the Structural Funds and other cross-border programmes are essential
for achieving a sustainable development. Also found in the comparison is that the
‘added values’ brought up in the literature study, as desired effects of CBC, is
similarly addressed by the actors in the interviews and also most of the respondents
states these values as possible effects of CBC projects.
Conclusions and comparisons from the different material used in this research has
enabled following findings:
CBC in the transportation sector is most desired and stated as essential to achieve
sustainable transportation, and also to meet the EU goals for a sustainable
development. Today the CBC programme Interreg V ÖKS is too administrative
burdensome, have too high financial requirements and does not successfully reach out
to actors that could be relevant applicants in the Interreg collaboration projects. These
barriers have resulted in difficulties for actors to participate in the Interreg V ÖKS
programme. The investigation has identified and presented some suggestions for
future progress in order to gain more participants, in the Interreg collaboration. These
suggestions address the barriers and states that the different objectives require
significant changes of the programme to be able to gain a broader reach and an
increased number of applications.
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Interviews
Interview in Category one:
Actor at Trafikverket (2016-04-13), telephone interview
Actor at Gate 21 (2016-04-06), mail interview
Interview in Category two:
Actor at Power Circle (2016-03-31), telephone interview
Actor at Dansk Elbil Alliance (2016-03-30), personal interview
Actor at SSPA Sweden AB (2016-04-06), telephone interview
Actor at Malmö Municipality (2016-04-06), telephone interview
Actor at Aalborg University (2016-04-12), telephone interview
Actor at Norsk Elbilforening (2016-03-29), mail interview
Interview in Category three:
Actor at WSP (2016-04-16), telephone interview
Actor at ÅF (2016-04-15), telephone interview
Actor at Trivector AB (2016-03-23), telephone interview
Actor at Transportstyrelsen (2016-04-21), telephone interview
Actor at Ramböll (2016-05-16), mail interview
Interview four:
Actor in current Interreg V ÖKS. Programme writer and international coordinator
(2016-03-24), telephone interview
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Appendix 1
Questions in interview category 1
1) From previous participation in Interreg projects:
- How did Interre ÖKS suit your specific project?
- Was the programme objectives difficult to meet?
(Why Yes or No)
2) How come your organisation has not applied to participate in current Interreg
programme?
- If the objective was to engage even during this period, what were the obstacles that
made it difficult?
3) Do you see any ‘added value’ in being part of an Interreg project?
Like:
- Organizational and Policy Learning
- Solutions On, or progress toward, solve common problems
- Mobilization of Critical Mass
- Build transnational structures for further cooperation
4) Why do you think current Interreg programme lack participants?
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Appendix 2
Questions in interview category 2
1) For what reason have your organisation applied for Interreg ÖKS subsidy during
current period? / For what reason did your organisation became a partner in an
Interreg project?
2) Do you see any obstacles or difficulties in current program's goals?
(If Yes, which?)
3) What do you find good in the Interreg program?
4) Do you see any ‘added value’ in being part of an Interreg project?
Like:
- Organizational and Policy Learning
- Solutions On, or progress toward, solve common problems
- Mobilization of Critical Mass
- Build transnational structures for further cooperation
5) Why do you think current Interreg programme lack participants?
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Appendix 3
Questions in interview category 3
1) Do you have knowledge of Interreg ÖKS?
2) Have you or your organisation considered to be part of an Interreg project in the
thematic area of transport?
- If yes, what programme period and what where the objectives to not carrying it out?
3) Do you see any ‘added value’ in being part of an Interreg project?
Like:
- Organizational and Policy Learning
- Solutions On, or progress toward, solve common problems
- Mobilization of Critical Mass
- Build transnational structures for further cooperation
4) Do you see Interreg ÖKS transportation as a possible future programme to be part
of?
- If Yes, what needed to make this occur?
5) Why do you think current Interreg programme lack participants?
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Appendix 4
Questions in interview with the programme writer
1) In writing the Interreg V ÖKS programme goals and formulation for the specific
goal transportation, was the formulation based on any specific framework?
- What were the specific objectives with the area and what was the specific purpose to
achieve through the program formulation?
- What kind of projects was desired as candidates in the area, transport, and why were
these projects required?
2) Do you see any connection to the low number of applications under the thematic
goal transport and (if any) a too narrow programme formulation?
- If Yes, is this a problem or is there a relevance of having the programme objectives,
during this period, as very targeted/directed?
3) For the next programming period: will the programme and priorities be directed
and written different compared to current formulations? Or is there a desire of having
projects follow in the same line as the current period focus?
4) Which actors could possible be interesting to contact in this investigation to ask
about their opinion and view of incorporating in Interreg ÖKS project? Are there any
specific actors of importance?
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